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Water 
quality 
tested 
Plant studies 
new methods 
Amy Johnson 
The BC News 
Bowling Green water could be 
a lot cleaner if the city water 
treatment plant adds new equip- 
ment. 
The plant, located at 17549 
River Road, has initiated a pilot 
study which will test new equip- 
ment that may eventually be in- 
stalled permanently. 
The changes may be needed to 
meet new regulations, according 
to Daryl Stockburger, director of 
public utilities. 
"We want to improve the plant 
while also extending the expan- 
sion to meet the demands of the 
city," Stockburger said. 
The expansion of the water 
treatment plant is intended to 
provide better quality water, said 
Norm Langenderfer, the plant's 
Campus 
building 
day care 
facilities 
Amy Johnson 
The BG News 
A few younger faces may ap- 
pear at a corner of campus in 
January when construction of a 
new child care center is com- 
pleted. 
The center, to be located be- 
hind College Park, will be 14,637 
square feet and will Include 
space for 10 classrooms, a full- 
service kitchen and an outside 
playground. 
The project came about 
through a partnership between 
the University and WSOS, a non- 
profit community action organi- 
zation serving Wood, Sandusky, 
Ottawa and Seneca counties. 
The center and its programs 
will be operated by WSOS with 
International 
housing found 
Grad student crisis resolved; 
some undergrads still looking 
The BG Newi/Kelly Rl«« 
Officials are testing the nanof i lira lion unit at the Bowling Green Water Treatment Plant to decipher if 
any improvements can be made. 
director. 
The pilot study will try out 
granular-activated carbon test- 
ing, which removes all taste and 
odor from naturally-occurlng or- 
ganics, herbicides and pesti- 
cides. 
"A  nano-filtration   testing   is 
also being studied which dis- 
infects all germs," Langenderfer 
said. "A nano-filtration gives the 
highest quality of water, its al- 
most pure water except for the 
addition of chlorine which is re- 
quired by the EPA" 
The study will be a good way to 
The BC Newi/Kelly Rlf ■ 
Construction for the child care facility on the corner of Frazee Avenue 
and College Street Is currently under way. 
help from students involved in 
child care development. A Uni- 
versity wing in the center will 
serve the children of faculty, 
staff and students. 
Mutual benefits and funding al- 
lowed the construction of the fa- 
cility, said Peg Flynn-Morrison, 
director of public relations at 
WSOS. 
"We received $600,000 from 
the Ohio Department of Educa- 
tion and the University received 
$304,000 from the Ohio Board of 
Regents," Flynn-Morrison said. 
Bob Waddle, director of Uni- 
versity capital planning, said this 
was  not  the  first   attempt   to 
create a child care center. 
"The University has tried be- 
fore to get funds for a facility," 
Waddle said. "We were able to 
gain grant money from the Board 
of Regents which enabled us to 
match funds with WSOS and 
blend the project." 
State aid made the construc- 
tion of the center possible, Flynn- 
Morrison said. 
"Headstart and child care is 
getting a lot of goverment sup- 
port now," she said. "Voinovich 
is very supportive." 
Environmental health program 
receives maximum recognition 
Genell Pwelich 
The BC News 
The University's environmental health program 
is among an elite group thanks to its recent reac- 
creditation by the National Environmental Health 
Science and Protection Accreditation Council. 
The program, which was reaccredited for six 
years, is among only 22 other programs in the 
'country to receive the maximum level of recogni- 
tion. 
Gary Silverman, director of the environmental 
health, said the recognition is a great affirmation 
for the program, which includes about 75 students. 
"The accreditation council took a comprehen- 
sive look at our program and concluded it Is a good 
experience," he said. "Students are prepared well 
by the program." 
Chris Kell, assistant professor of environmental 
health, said having an accredited program demon- 
strates a rigorous program where the students 
learn a lot. 
"This accreditation is an accurate reflection of 
the quality of our program," he said. "It demon- 
strates that the students are getting quality envi- 
ronmental health education." 
Silverman said the reaccreditation is important, 
especially for graduates from the program. 
"This reaccreditation gives the graduates 
prestige, which is reflected in how desirable per- 
spective employers view them," he said. 
Dean Toennls, senior environmental health 
major, agreed. 
"This is great because Industries that have envi- 
ronmental programs within them will look at the 
accredited programs first when hiring someone 
for the job," he said. 
Keil also said the accreditation can make a dif- 
ference to perspective employers who may con- 
sider graduates from an accredited program 
higher quality. 
"With the growing environmental field, it is a 
more impressive credential," he said. 
Silverman said the program's curriculum was 
studied to see how science-oriented and applica- 
tion-oriented  it  was. 
try out the equipment on the ci- 
ty's particular water supply, 
Langenderfer said. 
"A pilot study enables us to see 
what we want to do in the fu- 
ture," he said. "We want to try 
and actually see the equipment 
we want to use in the expansion." 
Aaron Gray 
The BC News 
University housing officials 
breathed a sigh of relief this 
week when an apartment was 
found for the last of ISO interna- 
tional graduate students who ar- 
rived in Bowling Green with no 
place to live. 
Living prospects for a number 
of other new and returning un- 
dergraduates are still up in the 
air, however. 
This year's record number of 
incoming freshmen combined 
with the closing of Kreischer 
Quadrangle resulted in every 
campus room and every local 
apartment being filled. 
A telephone survey of local 
rental agencies revealed that not 
one student apartment vacancy 
exists in town. 
The overflow has forced hous- 
ing officials to find creative ways 
of accommodating international 
graduate students as well as new 
underclassmen. 
Ashley Hall was scheduled to 
be closed for the 1995-96 school 
year along with the rest of Kreis- 
cher, but had to be reopened at 
the last minute to house new 
freshmen, said Wayne Colvin, di- 
rector of residential services. 
Colvin said Ashley will only be 
open until December, however, 
when its residents will be scat- 
tered among other openings he 
believes will exist by that time. 
The University sent out a plea 
to the Bowling Green community 
to open their homes to interna- 
tional students, said Barbara 
Limes, co ordinator of off- 
campus housing. Twenty-eight 
local residents accepted. 
"Quite  a  few people 
have offered  spare rooms and 
See HOUSING, page four. 
Equal rights promoted 
Chinese officials 
tighten security 
on conference - 
Renee School 
The Associated Press 
BEIJING - At a lavish opening 
ceremony, organizers of the 
largest women's conference ever 
vowed Wednesday to fight for 
empowerment and equality. 
There was no mention of the fact 
that the 18,000 women there may 
have to fight just to get their 
message across during the 
10-day event. 
Acrobats did flips accompan- 
ied by opera singers, and hun- 
dreds of dancers in blue suits and 
short orange dresses made color- 
ful patterns with fans and pom- 
pons. Organizers predicted 
women would have unpreceden- 
ted power in the 21st century. 
But even as a speaker exhorted 
the women to "celebrate wom- 
en's power - our strength," par- 
ticipants prepared to move from 
the Beijing sports complex 
where the ceremony was held to 
Huairou, a small town an hour's 
drive to the north. 
China moved the conference 
there four months ago in a move 
organizers charge was designed 
to keep the women away from 
delegates to the UN. Fourth 
World Conference on Women, 
which begins Monday in Beijing 
- and from the 11 million resi- 
dents of the Chinese capital. 
The organizers initially 
protested the move to Huairou, 
but had resigned themselves to 
making the best of it 
This week, China restricted 
them further, saying any demon- 
strations would be restricted to a 
school yard the size of a basket- 
ball court - and could not 
criticize China. 
Forum executive director 
Irene Santiago said Wednesday 
that Chinese officials never men- 
tioned the restrictions to organ- 
izers, and she planned to hold 
China to its earlier pledge to give 
the conference jurisdiction over 
APphMo 
A factory smoke stack and overhead wiring provide the backdrop as 
an African delegate descends some stairs on the site of the NGO con- 
ference In Huairou Wednesday. 
the entire meeting site. 
"We're certainly not going to 
allow that a small area of the big 
forum site is designated as an 
area for freedom of expression," 
she said. 
Another sore spot was China's 
refusal to grant visas to many 
women whose political views It 
opposes. Many applicants said 
they were rejected without ex- 
planation even though their 
paperwork was in order. 
Organizers refused to say how 
many women had checked in, but 
by Wednesday evening there did 
See WOMEN, page five. 
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Responsibility lies 
with legal drinkers 
Underage drinking is an offense that should be puni- 
shed, but law enforcement officers must make sure 
the punishment is directed at the right people. 
Bowling Green has been the location of more than a 
few liquor violations. Earlier this year, state liquor con- 
trol agents and city police officers swept through town 
citing scores of students and a few local establishments, 
eventually leading to some revoked liquor licenses. 
How much of the blame, however, rests on the shoul- 
ders of bars caught in the act of serving underage peo- 
ple? On any given weekend night, most Bowling Green 
bars are packed wall to wall. Bouncers can only go so far 
in monitoring the actions of every person in a building. 
Checking IDs is the best place to start. If a bar owner 
is not making any effort at all to identify underage 
patrons as they come in the door, than he or she will have 
to face the music if police discover a young crowd of 
drinkers inside. 
But provided a bar employee has looked a driver's li- 
cense over and made an intelligent decision that it is 
legitimate, the bar owner should not be punished if the 
person who presented the ID is found to be under 21. 
Another factor to be considered by law enforcement 
Officers is the tricks used by students to get away with il- 
legal drinking in bars. 
While many bar owners allow non-drinking underage 
people to populate their establishments, this privilege is 
abused when the underage patrons solicit friends who 
are over 21 to purchase liquor and bring it back to them. 
But can bar bouncers reasonably follow around every 
Krson who has purchased a drink and watch what the 
yer does with it? 
! Many bars have policies that involve stamping the 
hand of drinkers who are over 21 or putting a plastic 
bracelet around their wrist. This cuts down on many 
Jffenses, but in a loud, smoky bar filled with more than a 
00 people, it can be very easy to miss spotting a few 
unmarked people with drinks in their hands. 
; Any business people who invest in a bar are taking a 
certain risk. They are opening themselves up to poten- 
tially losing their liquor license if underage drinking 
occurs in their establishment. Knowing this, they should 
take as many precautions as reasonably possible to 
protect themselves. 
■ But if underage drinkers are still able to slip through 
their fingers and break the law, they should not be penal- 
ized if the illegal acts were beyond their control. 
' The punishment should go to the people who are buy- 
ing the alcohol for the underage drinkers. They are the 
ones responsible for distributing the alcohol - not the 
bartenders, nor the bar owners. 
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"It's not that people didnt want 
to help. We were In a position 
where we could not help." 
-Harvey Mayberry 
On August 19, a 33-year-old 
woman by the name of Deletha 
Word drowned after jumping off 
a bridge into the Detroit River. 
Well, to be a little bit more spe- 
cific and to give credit where 
credit is due, she was actually 
beaten severely by a 19-year-old 
punk named Martell Welch after 
a minor traffic accident. Deletha 
jumped off the bridge to try to 
escape her attacker. 
If you don't believe me, you 
can ask the 20 people who stood 
there watching the whole as- 
sault/suicide happen. 
It's a well-known fact that 
nowadays people, outside of 
close family and friends, hardly 
even blink an eye at murder 
anymore. 
Although neither .Mayberry 
nor any of the other witnesses 
felt they could step in to inter- 
fere with the beating of Deletha, 
Mayberry surprisingly had no 
problem talking about what it 
was that he saw. 
"He had taken her head and 
rammed it up against the hood of 
the car and was beating her real 
bad," he said. 
While Welch continued to 
pummel Deletha, three of his 
friends began to vandalize her 
car, according to Mayberry. 
After seeing if anyone in the 
crowd was Interested in purchas- 
ing Deletha - during which time 
a couple of the observers actual- 
ly expressed interest In doing 
such - Welch threw Deletha to 
the ground and began to beat her 
some more. 
^J^^TaOsU 
He then dragged her over to 
the side of the bridge and said, "I 
ought to throw you over the side 
of the bridge." 
At this point a couple of people 
in the crowd finally found It in 
themselves to yell out things 
such as "Don't let him throw her 
over the bridge." 
Welch then reportedly began to 
advance toward Deletha with a 
car jack, threatening to kill her 
as she tried to walk away. 
Deletha then stepped over the 
edge of the bridge and stood 
there between five and 10 sec- 
onds. When Welch finally drew 
back the jack to hit her, she let go 
of the bridge and plunged into 
the water. 
At this point two men in the 
crowd jumped into the water 
after her, but when Deletha saw 
them swimming at her she began 
to panic and swam away from 
them. She advanced Into deeper 
and deeper water, and eventually 
went under. 
Her dead body was recovered 
downriver several hours later. 
Apparently, the crowd felt as if 
the odds of 20 versus four were 
too overpowering, especially 
since Welch's three friends were 
"walking around like they were 
Superman." 
If I'm not mistaken, the walk 
Mayberry was referring to was 
that chest out:, arms spread, 
head-bobbing kind of strut that 
gang-bangers use to look cool and 
Intimidating. 
I personally think that it makes 
you look like a Jerk, but apparent- 
ly this "rooster-strut" was so in- 
timidating that not even the 
threat of Deletha's death was 
enough to get the crowd moti- 
vated. What's truly sickening 
about this whole incident is that 
everybody out there finds it so 
necessary to talk about how hor- 
rible crime and violence is in to- 
day's society. Yet, there's hardly 
anybody who will actually do 
something about it 
Yeah, everybody always talks a 
good game, saying stuff like "I 
wish there was something I could 
do," and "What's happening to 
the world today?" But in truth, 
things haven't changed a bit 
since the Holocaust some SO 
years ago. 
Even Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
the "standing" president during 
the time of Holocaust turned 
away a boat full of Jews who 
came to the United States for 
protection from the concentra- 
tion camps. 
That's right kiddles, good ol' 
FDR was a bigot who sentenced 
those Jews to death when he sent 
them back to Nazi Germany. 
But anyway, back to the mur- 
derers at hand. 
Welch is currently being held 
on a charge of second-degree 
murder, but what I don't under- 
stand is why Mayberry and the 
rest of the crowd aren't also be- 
ing charged in Deletha's death. I 
mean, if you think about it, they'- 
re just as guilty as Welch is. 
Not one of those people even 
attempted to help Deletha, nor 
did any of them even attempt to 
call the police. Don't even bother 
trying to convince me that no- 
body on that bridge had a car 
phone or that there wasn't a pay 
phone within Immediate driving 
distance. Tills Is Detroit we're 
talking about, not Bowling 
Green. 
Even good old Mayberry didnt 
even bother to report the Inci- 
dent to the police until after he 
took his ex-girlfriend, who was 
also a witness to the crime, back 
home. 
Yet later he had the audacity to 
defend himself by saying, "It 
wasn't like nobody cared." 
If Mayberry or anyone else in 
the crowd truly cared about what 
was happening they would have 
actually got in there and done 
something about what was going 
on, or at least attempted to call 
the police. 
Instead they all just stood 
there watching as if it were noth- 
ing out of the ordinary for 
someone to get murdered in the 
middle of a street. I hate to sound 
like a radical about something as 
minor as the murder of another 
human being, but something's 
really got to be done about stuff 
like this one way or another. 
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thurs- 
day columnist for The News. 
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Ohio attacks welfare reliance 
For the past few months, Con- 
gress has been discussing block 
grants as a way to give states 
flexibility to tackle the problem 
of welfare dependency. In Ohio, 
we are already well on our way 
toward eliminating welfare as we 
know it. 
On August 16, Governor 
George Voinovich signed House 
Bill 167, a comprehensive and 
balanced reform package that 
combines incentives and sanc- 
tions while protecting children 
and their families. H.B. 167, 
which encourages work, personal 
responsibility, and self- 
sufficiency, solidifies Ohio's po- 
sition as a national leader in wel- 
fare reform Innovation. 
It's no wonder that Time Maga- 
zine columnist Michael Kramer 
called Governor Volnovich's wel- 
fare reform efforts "among the 
most intelligent in the country." 
H.B. 167 builds on an already 
Impressive record of successful 
reforms under the Voinovich 
administration. As of August 
1995, there were 147,000 fewer 
Ohioans receiving welfare bene- 
fits than ther were three years 
ago. 
In addition, Ohio's child sup- 
port enforcement efforts have 
increased collections by 33 per- 
cent in the four years since the 
Governor was elected. These re- 
forms have been balanced with a 
strong commitment to en/wring 
that Ohio's children grow up in 
the safe and supportive envi- 
ronment essential for a healthy 
and happy life. 
For example, Ohio leads the na- 
tion in state funding for Head 
Start and has more than doubled 
state funding of day care. Also, 
according to th? National Gov- 
ernors' Association, Ohio has the 
lowest percentage of children 
lacking health insurance in the 
nation. 
The new era of welfare reform 
in Ohio builds on this same care- 
fully balanced blend of Incen- 
tives and sanctions designed to 
strengthen families and promote 
employment. H.B. 167 will ease 
the transition from dependency 
to self-sufficiency by allowing 
recipients to keep more of their 
earnings as they transition to 
work. 
toughest by the American Public 
Welfare Association. We are 
proud to accept that designation. 
It underscores our "tough love" 
philosophy of welfare reform in 
Ohio. 
Public assistance has to be re- 
garded as a temporary helping 
hand, not a permanent way of 
life. Families in crisis must be 
helped and above all their chil- 
dren protected, but ultimately 
the greatest help we can give is 
to ensure that people stand on 
their own. We can give benefit 
"The old way of welfare is dead in Ohio and 
now it is time for afresh start. With the 
Governor's signing of House Bill 167, Ohio 
has broken new ground with a 
carefully-constructed reform package that 
will encourage recipients to build better lives 
for themselves and their families." 
Children will benefit from 
tough new child support provi- 
sions, such as W-4 reporting and 
license revocation provisions, 
that will require absentee par- 
ents to meet their financial obli- 
gations. In addition, by removing 
the marriage disincentives in the 
ADC program we hope to pro- 
mote stable families. In short, 
this welfare reform package is 
designed to give families the 
support they need as they move 
toward independence. 
In return, recipients will have 
to do their fair share. Recipients 
who fall to meet participation re- 
quirements could lose eligibility 
for the entire assistance group 
for six months. These sanctions 
have been called |*ie nation's 
checks for a time to help recipi- 
ents stabilize their lives, but the 
greater goal has to be helping 
them to have dignity, pride and 
fulfillment that can only come 
from work and personal a- 
chievement. 
This package Is demanding in 
insisting upon full participation 
on the part of adults who are able 
to work. Governor Voinovich re- 
fers to this approach as "tough 
love." 
For the first time ever, welfare 
recipients will have to sign self- 
sufficiency contracts in order to 
receive benefits. These contracts 
are extremely Important because 
they will help to transform the 
lives of the people who sign their 
names to them.        ^ 
A contract will contain a step 
by step outline of what the recip- 
ient must do to move toward self- 
sufficiency. This new approach 
is winning attention and plaudits 
throughout the nation. From now 
on in Ohio, no able-bodied man or 
woman will receive public assis- 
tance without making a solid 
commitment in return; a com- 
mitment to earn a GED diploma 
or take other steps necessary to 
become a working, and contribu- 
ting member of society. 
We will continue to invest in 
child care to enable parents to 
seek jobs while being assured 
that their children are in good 
hands. We are going to require 
drug screening for pregnant 
mothers on assistance, and if the 
test positive, we will get them 
into a treatment facility. 
Over the past 30 years we have 
created a cycle of dependency in 
America, a culture in which par- 
ents pass along the legacy of 
monthly welfare checks and sub- 
standard lifestyles to their chil- 
dren. 
H.B. 167 will reduce the size of 
the state's welfare rolls and give 
recipients hope for better and 
more fulfilling days ahead. The 
old way of welfare is dead in 
Ohio and now it is time for a 
fresh start With the Governor's 
signing of House Bill 167, Ohio 
has broken new ground with a 
carefully-constucted reform 
package that will encourage re- 
cipients to build better lives for 
themselves and their families. 
Arnold R. Tompkins 
Director of the Ohio 
Department  of  Human   Ser- 
vices 
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E-mail    sign-ups 
today 
Students will have the op- 
portunity to sign up for c- 
mail today and Sept. 5-6 at 
the Union from 1-6 p.m. 
Students will also be able to 
sign up from 1-5 p.m. on 
Sept. 1. 
Original Poetry 
Needed 
Modern Poetry Society is 
seeking new original poetry 
from the Bowling Green 
area. Awards will be given, 
including one $500 award 
for best overall several 
$100 prizes for best in each 
category. There will also be 
10 awards of $25 each for 
merit, regardless of catego- 
ry. 
Poems must be original 
works and entrants may 
only send one poem. They 
must be 21 lines or less, 
printed or typewritten. 
Poems will not be returned 
to the authors. 
Send poems to Modern 
Poetry Society, P.O. Box 
2029, Dunnellon, FL. 34430. 
The deadline is October 31, 
1995. 
Interacting Fami- 
lies Needed 
. Married couples with 
children 4 to 7 years old are 
being invited to participate 
in a project about family 
and marital interactions be- 
. big run by the psychology 
department. 
•'  Parents will participate in 
a marriage and parent-child 
Interaction. They will also 
complete questionnaires 
about f ami 1 y Interactions 
and child behavior. Chil- 
dren will interact with their 
parents and be interviewed 
about what they think of be- 
ing in a family. 
Families will be paid $20 
for participating. For fur- 
ther information, call the 
Family Interaction Project 
at (419)372-0438. 
lrm^ 
ACROSS 
THE STATE 
AP photo 
Borln Rivln, second from left, takes an evening stroll with Dal-vik 
Khaykln, lert, and 92 other people In a Cincinnati suburb Tuesday, as 
Rlvln, a Russian Jew, resumed his nightly walk for the first time since 
he was attacked by four youths on July 17. 
Neighbors protect 
w«i Ikpr 
CINCINNATI - With a little 
help from his friends - 93 of 
them - a Russian immigrant who 
was beaten by four youths while 
walking near his home took an- 
other neighborhood stroll. 
Neighbors and volunteers who 
walked with Boris Rlvln on Tues- 
day night said they were angered 
to learn that his beating had left 
him afraid to walk In his own 
neighborhood. 
Some of those who walked with 
Rivin, 58, said they came from 
other parts of the Cincinnati 
metropolitan area to accompany 
him, after they read a column in 
The Cincinnati Enquirer last 
week about Rlvin's ordeal. 
"In America, you should be 
free to walk down the street," 
said retired police officer Harry 
Thomas, who carried a 4-foot 
nightstick. 
Funding policy upheld 
COLUMBUS, Ohio - A divided 
state appeals court on Wednes- 
day upheld the state system of fi- 
nancing schools that a lower 
court declared unconstitutional. 
In a 2-1 decision, the 5th Ohio 
District Court of Appeals in Can- 
ton said school funding was a 
matter for the Legislature to de- 
cide. The court also said educa- 
tion was not a fundamental right 
as opponents of the system con- 
tended. 
"If the funding mechanism 
provided under the statutes are 
unconstitutional, then the Su- 
preme Court of this state must 
tell us so - not the trial court nor 
this court," Judge John W. Wise 
wrote in the majority opinion. 
Compiled from staff and wire 
reports. 
ACROSS 
THE NATION 
Endeavor take-off? 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - 
- Remnants of Tropical Storm 
Jerry threatened to wash out 
NASA's plans to launch space 
shuttle Endeavour on an already 
delayed science mission Thurs- 
day. 
Forecasters gave only a 40 per- 
cent chance of good weather for 
the 11:04 a.m. liftoff. 
The main concern was rain and 
clouds from what used to be Tro- 
pical Storm Jerry. Rain from the 
storm system drenched Kennedy 
Space Center on Wednesday. 
Nitrates increase 
WASHINGTON - Water weUs 
in farming areas have more ni- 
trate contamination than pre- 
viously thought, a government 
survey of pollution from fer- 
tilizers and other nutrients 
suggests. 
In a just-released report, the 
U.S. Geological Survey found 
that 9 percent of the 3,351 home 
wells it surveyed had more than 
the safe amount of nitrate set by 
the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
The figure is higher than the 
2.4 percent found by EPA in a 
1990 survey of 783 wells that in- 
cluded those outside farming 
areas. 
Admission questioned 
MEDFORD, Mass. - Gina 
Grant, whose admission to Har- 
vard was rescinded when the 
school learned she had killed her 
mother, arrived Wednesday to 
enroll at Tufts University and 
encountered new opposition. 
Editors of a conservative stu- 
dent magazine plastered the 
school with leaflets condemning 
the administration for admitting 
Grant, who pleaded no contest to 
fatally bludgeoning her mother 
with a candlestick in 1990 when 
she was 14. 
Compiled from staff and wire 
reports. 
NATIONAL Weather 
The Accu-Weather forecast tor noon, Thursday, Aug. 31. 
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ACROSS 
THE WORLD 
Prince    believed 
poisoned 
BANGKOK, Thailand - Doc- 
tors suspect a 60-year-old prince 
was poisoned, and suspicion has 
focused on his young wife and 
her lover, a 19-year-old chestnut 
vendor. 
Royalty in Thailand usually are 
surrounded by mystery and 
treated with reverence, but Thai 
newspapers have relished the 
developing palace intrigue. 
Prince Thitiphan Ukol died 
Tuesday in a Bangkok hospital 
after nine days in a coma. The 
prince's wife, Mom Chalasal 
Ukol, 25, had said she found him 
unconscious on the floor of his 
palace. 
The prince's suspicious rela- 
tives requested an autopsy, and 
one was performed Wednesday at 
the police hospital. Officials did 
not immediately release the re- 
sults. 
But the doctor who treated him 
said that when the prince arrived 
at Vichaiyudh Hospital his heart 
had stopped and his brain suf- 
fered lack of oxygen. He never 
regained consciousness. 
"He died of unnatural causes,' 
the doctor, Manoon Lee- 
chawengwong, said Wednesday 
by telephone. "I suspect he was 
poisoned." 
The chestnut vendor, Uthet 
Chupwa, has been held on char- 
ges of illegal entry into the pal- 
ace, the newspaper The Nation 
reported. Bail has been denied. 
The prince's wife, widely 
known by her nickname "Look 
Pla," or Baby Fish, had been 
abandoned as a baby and adopted, 
by the prince when she was 4, 
said the newspaper Thai Rath 
(Thai Nation). 
She took care of his children 
born to a former wife and was be- 
lieved to have become the prin-   '. 
ce's mistress when she was 14, It - 
said. ; 
The newspaper said the prince 
taught Look Pla how to use his cit- 
izens' band radio, and it was 
through the radio that she met 
several men with whom she often 
ran away. ( 
Look Pla ran away with the 
chestnut vendor last year. * 
First Big Bash Of The Year! 
TONIGHT 7:00pm! 
MAC PRESEASON FAVORITES! 
^BGSUVS. LATECH 
% 
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Latino Student 
Union creates 
cultural ties 
Jay Young 
The BC News 
The Latino Student Union has 
been successful in creating cul- 
tural awareness and promoting 
the Hispanic culture. That suc- 
cess allows LSU to raise money 
to help current 
students. 
Gloria Pi- 
zana, College of 
Health and 
Human Scienc- 
es secretary, 
was one of the 
12 students 
who helped 
start LSU in 
1972. She said 
the growth of the organization 
has pleased her. 
"I'm excited because back then 
it seemed Uke we were such a 
. small number," Pizana said. "I 
B think things are really happening 
.'"now." 
The Latino Student Union 
meets on a regular basis and 
sponsors various culture pro- 
grams. Pizana said the meetings 
are open to all students. She said 
LSU will sponsor Hispanic Cul- 
ture Month in October, which 
will include various dances and 
speakers. 
Money raised from events is 
used to support scholarships be- 
ing created by LSU. Last spring 
LSU sponsored an Easter Dance 
which raised about $1,700. Pizana 
said the growth of the organiza- 
tion's alumni base has made fun- 
draislng efforts more successful. 
"I'm excited and looking for- 
ward to the next several years. I 
think we are going to find we 
have contacts across the state 
because of our alumni and where 
they are now," Pizana said. "It is 
exciting to know that it has 
grown and that scholarships are 
See LSU, page five. 
CCME AND BUOY 
QOJP AND RWATE Lessons 
IN OUR NEW 6,000 FT. 
INDOOR RDING ARENA. 
| Whether it is for Public Instruction or 
the University PEG 157 Class. 
Riding lessons provide a life long 
•       skill and enjoyment. 
GIVE US A CALL for further 
information at: 
(419) 655-2253 
Or See BGSU schedule of classes 
Reader Survey: 
Women's Conference 
The Women's Policy and Research Commission is sending two representatives to the NGO 
Forum of the Fourth U.N. Conference on Women, in Beijing, China, from Aug. 29 through 
Sepi. S, 1995. We would like to hear your thoughts about the issues that will be discussed 
so we can convey the concerns of the University community 
Please follow the rating directions below and feel free to add your own suggestions 
for action in the space provided. 
POVERTY 
What do you feel arc the most cfective measures for enabling women to overcome 
povery? {Please rate each measwe on a scale of I to 5, with 5 being the most 
effective). 
_____ Improving women's access to quality education 
_____ Providing poor women with economic opportunities 
 Taking action to address and promote women's economic self-reliance 
_______ Addressing the needs of migrant and displaced women 
__^_ Providing rural women with equal access to resources, including land and credit 
Other measures you feel are effective: 
EDUCATION 
What do you think are important methods to ensure quality education for women? 
(Please rate each method on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most important). 
____ Encouraging women and girls to enter new fields of study such as science and 
technology 
 Removing sex-stereotyping from curricula, textbooks and training materials 
 Promoting more female teachers at secondary and university levels, so that they may 
act as models and mentors for female students 
 Revising textbooks to include contributions of women to civilization 
Other methods you feel ar effective: 
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
What do you feel arc cfective measures for eliminating global violence against 
women? (Please rate each step on a scale of 1 to 5. with S being the most effective). 
_ Addressing the root causes of violence against women 
. Instituting legislative reforms to protect women against domestic violence, sexual 
harassment and physical abuse in the workplace 
_ Adopting special measures to eliminate traficking in women 
_ Taking integrated measures, both social and legal, to eradicate violence against women 
. Providing support services for female vicilms, including basic shelterfood and 
medical, legal, and psychological assistance 
Other measures you feel arc *tVv-tiv«" 
ECONOMIC 
What do you feel are useful steps to increase women's participation in economic 
decision-making? (Please rate each sup ona scale of I to S, with 5 being the most 
effective). 
. Promoting equal pay for equal work 
, Creating a supportive work environment, including parental leave, and pan-time work 
with benefits 
. Creating incentives for employers to provide childcare facilities for working parents 
. Targeting women in job programs 
. Promoting women's access to trade markets 
. Other useful steps you feel should be taken:  
About Yourself: 
Sex -    M     ■ F 
Age:  
Location: Urban        Suburban       Rural 
Name (Optional):. 
Phone (Optional)-. 
Thank you for your time in answering these questions. 
Editor's Note: This is a portion of a survey distributed by the Women's Policy and Research Commission 
retarding the Fourth World Conference on Women. The BG News will publish a story on local 
reponses. Please bring your completed questionnaires to The BG News, 210 West Hall. 
You'll love the stuff we're made of.' 
Your pizza is right or it's free 
GUARANTEED. 
I SITripto 
7 theSaladBa 
' Plne-hOnfy 
*4 99 
Offer expires 004/96. VUd only at par- 
ticipating Pizza Hut Restaurants. One 
coupon par party per visit. Not valid with 
anyofaronr. 1/20 cent cash Mernpton 
value. OtMS Pizza Hut. Inc. Available 
I 
I 
I 
1 large 
Pepperonl 
Pizza * 
99 
Pine-In, Pellvery or Carryout 
Otw aaftaa 6V2*95 valid only at partici- 
pating Pizza Hut Restauranls One 
coupon per party per visit. Delivery 
charges may apply. Not valid with any 
other otter, 1/20 cent cash redemption 
value. Ol 99* Pizza Hut, Inc. 
I 
I 
I 
Medium Meal Peal 
1 Medium 
■-Topping Ptza 
evIMedlum 
Specialty Pizza m 991 
1 
Far g)_wa«wec. let m know wkhki 24 boon. Deo* ■ prtdnaing unm. KAbm- far dine in and atryaat pS-a u in*. • ind " de-gn-r rqjtamd ndeourfc and rredcnwfc of Una Hw 01W5 Pteu Hut, lac 
Add tt Wing* * 
Offer expires 9/2*95 vend only at parod- 
paang Ptzza Hut Restaurants. One coupon per 
oany per vtall. Not valid wttn any other oiler. 
i cent cash redemption value. OIMS 
HOUSING 
Continued from page one. . 
taken students In as part of their 
family," Limes said. "[The stu- 
dents] have kitchen and laundry 
privileges." 
Many undergraduate "procras- 
tinators" who were late in regis- 
tering for housing are still 
searching for a place to live, 
however. Limes said. She is rec- 
ommending that students who 
have cars fill vacancies in Per- 
rysburg, Maumee and other 
nearby communities. 
Jeff Grllliot, director of inter- 
national programs, said area 
motels are also being utilized for 
long-term lodging. These include 
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn, 
Angel Motel and Best Western 
Falcon Plaza Motel. 
Traditionally International 
students have arrived in Bowling 
Green during the second week of 
August and found living space 
without much difficulty, Grllliot 
said. 
"Historically, it's never been a 
problem," he said. "But they ar- 
rive later in the year because of 
flying from other countries and 
they don't have the advantage 
that American students have of 
looking for a place ahead of 
time." 
The international students 
were temporarily lodged in Bat- 
chelder Hall as in previous years, 
but had to be kept there longer 
than usual this year while hous- 
ing was sought. 
Colvin said he does not predict 
having any problem finding new 
on-campus homes for Ashley res- 
idents in December. Graduating 
seniors and students who are 
suspended will create a suffi- 
cient number of vacancies, he 
said. 
Grllliot said he does not 
foresee having the same prob- 
lems with international students 
again next year. Variables such 
as the number of new freshmen 
and residence hall renovations 
will have hopefully changed, he 
said. 
Limes said everyone involved 
with campus housing is relieved 
that the international students 
have been housed. They will be 
even happier when the remaining 
students have homes. 
"It's been pretty hectic the 
past few weeks," Limes said. 
"There have been a lot of anxious 
moments." 
HURRY! 
DON'T MISS 
OUT! 
II you need ten as on 
eiperienceinine 
Brauhics lield. join a great 
produciioa stall ai Siutienl 
PiiDlicaiions! Check oui 
refluiremenis. ele, tl 
Sttil Eniplovment Jab 153. 
4S0 Slufal Services Bldj 
JOB «8 •??§$. 
Lif& to sing?        f 
Interested in a 
'Book^Schoiarshvp't 
Trinity United 
Methodist Church 
(ZOOfH, Summit St.) 
.^kiXTsdiolarshipsforstudents 
■'"vjfio sing in our c fumedcfurir. 
%:;::;; _!____• ■■■; -j^Q 
Worship 
10:30-11:30 am Sundays 
Catt3S3-9031 or3S4-1423 
for more information. 
Unlicensed riders account for 80% 
of the fatalities in some states. 
So get your motorcycle operator 
" license today. And prove 
that you are a better rider.' 
«mmi wen FHHM' S 
ft 
igyyyw'v-' -.-„-. -  - 
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UP ON THE ROOFTOP 
The BC Ntwi/Ktlry HI|o 
Two workers take a break from the heat while fixing the roof on top of the fire station Wednesday 
afternoon. 
Chase ends in ditch 
Cruiser tops 120 mph, heavily damaged 
Sales up at new Goodwill 
Carolyn Ruegg 
The BC News 
Students looking for furniture 
and clothing at a cheap price just 
need to look around the corner. 
The Goodwill thrift store, lo- 
cated at 1058 N. Main St., offers a 
10 percent discount to students 
showing a college ID. 
According to manager Lisa 
Kiene, the store has seen good 
business since its opening July 
22. 
"It's been great, both donations 
and sales," she said. "Most of the 
donations are coining from the 
dry while a lot of the sales are 
coming from the college." 
Kiene said one reason for the 
store's popularity is students can 
easily find older clothing, which 
has become a popular style for 
college students. 
However, this is not the only 
type of clothing available. 
"We're selling '60s and 70s 
clothing vintage and we're also 
selling modern dress clothes," 
Kiene said. 
However, the most popular 
item sold right now is not cloth- 
ing. Furniture is sold as fast as 
six couches in a half hour. 
Sophomore Michael Robitaille, 
who shopped at the Goodwill for 
the first time one week after Its 
opening, said there was a line to 
get inside the store earlier that 
morning. 
Robitaille said he was impres- 
sed with his first visit. 
"The stuff looks nice for the 
price you pay for it," he said. "I 
probably won't be a regular or 
"The stuff looks nice 
for the price you pay 
for it." 
Michael Robitaille 
sophomore 
anything, but I'll stop by occa- 
sionally to find a good bargain." 
Used couches can run any- 
where from $40 to $75, depend- 
ing on their size and condition. 
WOMEN 
Continued from page one. 
not appear to be anywhere near 
36,000 - the number who regis- 
tered - or even 26,000 - the 
number with confirmed hotel 
reservations. 
Participants will hold work- 
shops to discuss domestic vio- 
lence, jobs, education and other 
areas where women seek better 
treatment. They also will seek to 
influence  the  U.N.  conference 
despite their distant quarters. 
Security was tight throughout 
Beijing. 
LSU  
Continued from page four. 
being established  for  Hispanic 
students." 
The Latino Student Union has 
endowed the Miguel Ornelas 
scholarship, which provides an 
annual award. 
Cindy  Oxender,  assistant  di- 
rector for Alumni Affairs, said 
faculty, staff and alumni are en- 
couraged to help endow the Rene 
Ruiz scholarship. Oxender said 
the LSU sponsored scholarship 
has about $1,900. She said LSU is 
aiming for $12,500. 
Oxender said LSU is dedicated 
to making the scholarships help 
students. 
"I think the group has a com- 
mitment to endowing both of 
these scholarships and are ex- 
cited to be able to recognize ous- 
tandlng retiring Hispanic 
professors," she said. 
CURRENTLY HIRING TO FILL 
MARKET RESEARCH 
INTERVIEWER POSITIONS 
GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS AND MARKETING EXPERIENCE 
Starting pay $4.50, $5.00 after training 
JOB CONSISTS OF CONDUCTING COMPUTER AIDED TELEPHONE 
INTERVIEWS TO OBTAIN MARKET INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE SHIFTS: M-F 9AM-1PM, 1PM-5PM, 5PM - BPM 
SAT 11AM-3PM & 3PM-7PM SUN 12PM-4PM & 4PM-8PM 
Must choose 3 weekday shifts and 1 weekend shift. 
"* NO SELLING, DON'T WORK ON COMMISSION, QUICK ADVANCEMENT" 
= = = =:=::==::=:==== = = = = = = = = = = = === = = = ::s:=siiuiiin 
126 WEST WOOSTER, BOWLING OREEN, OH 43402 (419)362-4115 EXT. 101 
Join us on September 5 at the Mileri Alumni Center at 9 p.m. 
for the 1995 "Beginnings party!!!! 
& Meet GARY BLACKNEY head coach of the BGSU Falcons, 
picked to finish first in the Mid-American Conference, and PAUL FERRARO 
coordinator of the Falcons nationally ranked defense!!!! 
Learn about "U and the UAA-A Winning Combination" 
and how you can get Involved with one of the most 
dynamic groups at BGSU!!!! 
( and yes, there will be free snacks!) 
Joe Boyle 
The BC News 
A city police cruiser was heav- 
ily damaged Saturday morning in 
a car chase through Bowling 
Green that reached speeds pos- 
sibly in excess of 120 miles per 
hour. 
Patrolman Doug Hartman lost 
control of his cruiser while pur- 
suing a stolen car from South- 
wyck, Mich., according to a 
police report. The car landed In a 
ditch off of West Bowling Green 
Road. 
The car Hartman was pursuing 
was thrown onto its side on Ton- 
togany Road when Its driver did 
not see a large ditch. Sgt Joe 
Crowell arrested the driver, 
James E. Boudrie, 18, of Ottawa 
Lake, Mich 
Hartman suffered burns on his 
arm from the discharge of the 
vehicle's air bag but was not se- 
riously   injured. 
The cruiser, a Ford Crown Vic- 
toria, had major damage to the 
front end and passenger side. 
An investigation of the acci- 
dent is underway, but Police 
Chief Galen Ash said It is a rou- 
tine inquiry. 
"Every time there's an acci- 
dent, we review It," Ash said. 
"Obviously something went 
wrong If he wrecked a car. We 
try to do everything as correctly 
as possible." 
Boudrie and two Juvenile pas- 
sengers were transported to the 
emergency room of Wood County 
Hospital where they were 
treated and released. 
Boudrie was charged with 
wanton and willful disregard of 
safety, receiving stolen property 
and speeding. 
ThtBCNewiKellrlUt* 
An accident during a high speed chase last week leaves a police 
cruiser in need of repairs. 
TTieBGNEWS 
is now hiring 
•copy editors/ 
•reporters, 
•photographers. 
If interested call: 
372-6966 and ask 
for Leah Barnum 
Attention Off-Campus Students! 
Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number 
will be printed in the 
BGSU Telephone Directory. 
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide 
Off-Campus residence and telephone number only. 
To assure proper inclusion In the BGSU Telephone Directory, 
please submit completed forms by: 
Tuesday, 
Septembers, 1995 
5:00 p.m. 
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the 
Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building 
or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below. 
Drop Locations: 
University Union Information Desk     . Off-Campus Student Center 
Library Circulation Desk Campus Bookstore 
Administration Bldg, 1st Floor Hall        Office of Registration and Records 
Off-Campus Housing 
Off-Campus Local 
Use this t.vm only It Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction Is required. 
Contact the On-Campua Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address. 
to] 
SttMt Qeammi.w 11 11 
Add-IStraM 
City 
Telephone 
LL I I 1 I I I I I I I 
U_L I I 1 J_L 
U-l Zip 
Address Change Form 
FUviteO Auguet 19S5 
Sloneture end DM Bowling Green Slat* University 
Office ot Registration and Record! 
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MEAT LOAF 
It's served every Thursday in the dining hall. And the 
scary thing is, people actually eat it. Maybe they don't 
see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or 
maybe they're just really hungry. Whatever their reason, 
you want no part of it. You know what great meat loaf 
is all about. You had the best for 18 years. So you call 
mom to let her know she's the Queen of Meat Loaf. | 
It's a special moment between mother and son. 
' r 
! 1800 COLLECT 
Save Up To 44%. 
■ ■■^■■w»i*J<*;f*j'-^^»,rf 
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Spikers hope to surprise in MAQ 
Jeremy Yohe 
The BC News 
To many people, the number 
thriteen is viewed as unlucky. 
But Bowling Green's womens 
volleyball program will be hop- 
ing that Denise Van DeWalle's 
13th year at the 
helm will bring 
nothing but 
success. 
The Falcons 
will be looking 
to better a 
IS-12 season 
that saw the 
team finsish 
third in the 
Mid-American 
Conference. 
Van DeWalle. 
"Last year's team was picked 
to finish third in the preseason 
and we did," coach Van Dewalle 
explained about last year's re- 
sults. 
'Tor the experience level we 
had on the floor, where we fin- 
ished was great." 
Heading down the stretch run 
of last year's season, a lack of 
experience cost BG a higher fin- 
ish in the league. 
"Near the end of the season we 
were playing great volleyball, 
but a loss here and there dropped 
us to third," Van Dewalle added. 
And now for the *95 campaign, 
the women are predicted to take 
fourth in the MAC. 
The lower prediction is viewed 
as an asset by the head coach be- 
cause the other MAC teams will 
be slightly less eager to knock off 
the Falcons'. 
Ahead of BG in the preseason 
rankings are Central Michigan, 
Ball State and Miami. 
Back for this season is a core 
of seniors that will provide the 
experience and knowledge of 
what it takes to win. 
"We have four seniors and they 
all experienced our last cham- 
pionship back in 1991," Van De- 
walle said. 
"Their goal Is to win another 
championship. This team has the 
potential to do so; but so does 
Central Michigan, Miami, and 
Ball State." 
Of the returning marque 
players, senior co-captain Carlyn 
Esslinger (Tampa, FT), will need 
to carry much of the load. 
Esslinger was a 1st team All- 
Conference selection for Che 
MAC last season boating a con- 
ference leading 4.25 kills per 
game. Heading into her final 
season for the Falcons, Esslinger 
needs only 69 kills and 217 digs to 
accomplish what few have done 
at the University - top the 1000 
carrer mark for both. 
Teaming up with Esslinger, 
and possibly creating the deadli- 
est frontline in the MAC, will be 
junior Lori Hilton (Centerburg, 
OH). Hilton set a school record 
with eight solo blocks in one 
match. 
Revealing just how talented 
she is, Hilton was chosen as an 
OU chance to redeem honor 
Chuck Schoffner 
The Associated Press 
AMES, Iowa - It's a perfect 
match, actually. 
The only two teams in major 
college football that didn't win a 
game last season, both with new 
coaches, both with the starry- 
eyed optimism that goes with the 
beginning of another season. 
Welcome to the Kickoff Clun- 
ker, the battle of winless won- 
ders: Iowa State, 0-10-1 last fall, 
against Ohio University, 0-11 in 
1994. They meet Thursday night 
at Iowa State's Cyclone Stadium. 
Iowa State coach Dan McCar- 
ney tried to get ESPN to bite on 
the game, pitching a unique mat- 
chup of the only two teams in 
NCAA Division I-A that failed to 
win a game last year. Ohio has 
the nation's longest losing streak 
(11 games), Iowa State the 
longest winless streak (13). 
The network Instead will show 
defending national champion 
Nebraska at Oklahoma State. In 
place of national exposure, the 
Cyclones and Bobcats have to 
console themselves with the 
thought that, barring a tie, one of 
them finally will walk away a 
winner. 
"This is a classic case of two 
football teams and two staffs go- 
ing out and trying to quiet the 
critics, to do things that people 
don't think you can do," said 
McCarney, who as an assistant 
helped engineer turnarounds at 
Iowa and Wisconsin. 
"A lot of football players are 
going to be taking that field that 
didn't experience any success 
last year - worked hard, played 
hard, practiced hard, followed 
the plan and never came up a 
winner. This will be the first 
chance for one of those teams to 
have a great celebration in the 
locker room. I just hope it's going 
to be us." 
Iowa State hasn't won since 
beating Kansas State 27-23 on 
Nov. 6, 1993. Ohio's last victory 
came In the final game of 1993, 
12-10 over Eastern Michigan. 
The Bobcats haven't had winning 
season since going 6-5 in 1982 
and are 17-89-3 since 1985. They 
lost IS in a row In the 1992 and'93 
seasons. 
The job of cleaning up that 
mess has fallen to Jim Grobe, a 
former assistant at Air Force. 
Grobe installed an option offense 
In hopes of awakening a slumber- 
ing unit that was shut out three 
times last fall and averaged only 
205.2 yards and 7.5 points. 
"I hope it's going to be option 
football," Grobe said. "From 
what I've seen so far, sometimes 
it doesn't look much like option 
football. But they're excited 
here. We were able to do some 
pretty neat things at the Air 
Force Academy with the option." 
Grobe has entrusted the 
offense to a 5-foot-7 freshman 
quarterback, Kareem Wilson, 
who ran for 20 touchdowns and 
passed for 18 as a high school 
senior in Valdosta, Ga. Those 
figures caught McCarney's eye. 
"I dont care if you're on air, 
that's a tremendous statistic," he 
said. 
\ + 
Watelmill 
We Care About 
The Water 
You Drink™ 
Try 
Water mill 
Express® 
Located At: 
989 S. Main, 
(Next to Pagliai's) 
Bowling Green 
1058 N. Main 
(infrontofT.CB.Y.) 
Bowling Green 
o COMPUTER MONITORED SAFETY SHUT-DOWN SYSTEM 
o TESTED BY THE STATE 
o NAMA APPROVED 
o JUST 25 < A GALLON 
o SERVICED SANITIZED DAILY 
o UNIQUE 8-STAGE R.O. PURIFICATION PROCESS 
o SELF-SERVE: YOU FILL YOUR OWN CLEAN BOTTLE 
o OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
WATERMILL EXPRESS® removes if present: 
^Herbicides VRodon vtHM's VAlgoe 
VNitrates VRust VPCB's Wiruses 
VChemicals ^Bacteria VAsbestos VSodium 
^Fertilizers VArsenic VSediment VCysts 
VlnsecHcides VDetergents VLead VFoulOdor 
VChlorine •v/Mercury VSpores Vand Other 
Impurities 
mmmmmmsmsm 
Interestingly, McCarney jun- 
ked the option offense that Iowa 
State ran under former coach 
Jim Walden and installed a pro 
set. But offense Lsnt the prob- 
lem. The Cyclones have some 
skilled performers there in quar- 
terback Todd Doxzon, running 
back Troy Davis and receivers 
Mike I loracek and Ed Williams. 
Where they need help is on de- 
fense. Iowa State was last In the 
nation against the run last season 
and 103rd out of 107 I-A teams in 
total defense. Defensive coor- 
dinator Larry Coyer calls his unit 
the "Mad Dog Defense." It re- 
mains to be seen if they have any 
bite 
"I think we're well prepared 
right now," safety Matt Straight 
said. "If we just go execute and 
read our keys and do the best we 
can, I think a lot of people will be 
surprised how good our defense 
can be." 
Ah, the optimism of the young. 
But at this time of year, the 
coaches are that way, too. 
"I think our kids are having 
fun," Grobe said. "I think they 
like what we're doing. I fully ex- 
pect for us to make a lot of mis- 
takes early. We may not actually 
play this game very well early, 
but I think as the season goes on, 
we've got the type of players who 
can play this game." 
"This is a classic 
case of two football 
teams and two staffs 
going out and trying 
to quiet the critics, to 
do things that people 
don't think you can 
do." 
Dan McCarney 
Iowa State head football coach 
McCarney stepped into the 
Iowa State job last November as 
Mr. Positive. He hasn't changed, 
despite his team's shortcomings. 
"This is as good a camp as I've 
been through as far as getting the 
response from the kids and them 
giving us everything they've 
got," McCarney said. 
Uhe best 
snoes your 
parents' 
money 
It's back-to-school time, and while you're out spending someone 
else's money, you might as well stock up on some decent shoes. 
After all. your parents worked hard for their money. Spend It wisely. 
£fc* 
available at 
shed 
SIS East Wooster Street 
Don't miss the Shed's 1st 
(possibly annual-but we 
have to wait until next year 
to be certain) 
Sidewalk Sale. 
Now Through Sunday III 
alternate for the this past sum- 
mer's Olympic Festival team. 
Filling the other half of the 
captains' duties and playing the 
outside is senior Jeny Ostrom 
(Morton Grove, I1L). 
Mamie Simpson, the top fe- 
male volleyball athlete in On- 
tario, Canada last year will add to 
the mix in her first year for BG. 
The team will take to the court 
this weekend opening up the 
season at the Michigan State In- 
vitational. And there will be 
plenty of competition waiting. 
Fourtheenth ranked San Diego 
State will be the first opponent on 
Saturday. SDSU is coming off a 
1994 NCAA appearence where 
they made it to the second round. 
-  Michigan State will provide the 
next test as they are ranked se<£« 
enth in the country. BG's record 
against the Spartans is locked ■£» 
3-3. S 
The weekend will be roundeiP 
out with matches against Baylajj* 
and Illinois St. on Sunday. 
Van DeWalle would like to I«fc 
any BG women interested ^ 
playing volleyball for the Falcon?": 
this year, that there will be try^; 
outs held on September 11th. 
An appointment must be set up 
before  a try-out  and  arrange*-; 
merits can be made by contacting ; 
assistant coach Mintzi Sanders at: 
372-7413. 
Also,  the  team  is  present; 
looking  for a  manager.  Inti 
ested persons can contact 
ders  at the above number. 
Howard's club|-| 
352 - 9951 
..Ihusday... 
Psyehle 
Fritiny   5riri)r<1ny 
•Pool     •Video Games        'Ping Pong        • 
832 S. MAIN 
(Next to Rite Aid) 
352-9763 
• 
WOODLAND MALL 
1234 N. Main St. 
352-9084 
Al Shampoo    < /\6Y 
& Omdrooners  I    I A) 
Wiesta Friendly stylists, great prices and 
no appointment v> ever needed.     jV^Olr & TOTtting ScHOTIS 
Our 20 Tarn « 'AumjW Hur cr Cnaaur Or AF'ORDABLF • PHOFFSSIONAI • HAIRCARE 
enr g-gjPJL gp 
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Muster eases by wild Jensen 
Stew Wlliteln 
The Associated Press I 
NEW YORK - The men of clay 
| ruled the hardcourts of the U.S. 
Open   on   Wednesday,   French 
i Open champion Thomas Muster 
enduring the antics of the wildest 
wild card and runner-up Michael 
Chang making a joke of his em- 
barrassed opponent. 
Muster, a stranger to green 
surfaces despite his No. 3 seed- 
ing, arrived jet-lagged from win- 
ning the oddest of tuneup tour- 
naments on clay in Croatia on 
Sunday. Every other top player 
practiced on hardcourts for at 
least a month before the U.S. 
Open. Not Muster. 
Clay is where Muster makes 
his living and earns his ranking, 
and If he could pick up some 
extra bucks and extra points In 
Croatia, that's where he was go- 
ing. That trip close to a war zone 
paid off In his 10th title on clay 
this year. 
Against Luke Jensen, the clown 
prince of tennis, Muster didn't 
need much practice of any kind 
' to walk away with a 7-6 (7-3), 6-3, 
< 64) victory. It wasn't nearly as 
impressive as Chang's 64, 6-1, 
64) rout of Gianluca Pozzi - the 
most lopsided men's match at the 
Open since 1987 - and it did noth- 
ing to convince Muster he could 
actually win this Grand Slam 
event. 
'That would be fantastic," he 
said. "But being realistic, I am in 
the second round. I am facing 
Mark Woodforde, who I have 
never beat on hardcourt, so it is a 
very difficult draw for me. Let 
the favorites be the favorites." 
Jensen, his ponytail flying, cer- 
tainly was the crowd favorite in 
their match, serving lefty and 
righty, screaming and pumping 
his fist and doing his best to 
rouse the fans. He changed shirts 
four times, starting out and fin- 
ishing up with a No. 42 football 
jersey in honor of fellow South- 
ern Cal alum Ronnie Lott, but his 
tennis was hardly the equal of 
Muster's. 
"It was his show, my win," said 
Muster, who reached the quar- 
ters at the Open the past two 
years after recovering from a 
car accident that nearly des- 
troyed his career. 
Jensen, the brother who did not 
disappear at Wimbledon but was 
left to explain where Murphy 
might have gone, was happy just 
to be playing as a wild card In the 
Open and had no expectation of 
winning. 
"He's No. 3 in the world, I'm 
No. 3 million," Jensen said. "The 
guy really is an animal. He Is one 
of the most fit players. He plays 
full-court press on you. He tries 
to keep the points moving all the 
time. He is always leaning on 
you, always putting pressure on 
you, so you tend to play a little 
quicker. You don't recover as 
fast after points, and he buries 
you. 
"He makes you work for points 
and he just chews you up and 
spits you out. He goes, 'Next vic- 
tim, please.'" 
Muster played the same kind of 
baseline game as he did In win- 
ning the French in straight sets 
against Chang in June, muscling 
shots deep down the lines, keep- 
ing the ball in play and making 
few mistakes. Pushed to a tie- 
breaker in the first set. Muster 
won it in typical fashion, capping 
a long rally with a forehand into 
the corner that Jensen could only 
flick back short of the net. 
Muster yielded only four 
points on serve in the second set, 
then raced through the third set 
while allowing Jensen just seven 
points in six games. A dour and 
serious player so opposite Jensen 
in personality, the Austrian may 
ultimately reveal more of him- 
self in his art than he does in his 
tennis. 
"I am doing acrylics, painting 
on linens sometimes, trying to 
really get emotions there and 
colors," he said. "Don't ask me to 
paint or draw a horse because 
you would not recognize It I like 
to do very colorful paintings." 
Chang delivered the worst 
beating since Ivan Lendl's triple 
bagel of South African Barry 
Moir eight years ago. Pozzi won 
only nine points in the first set, 
11 in the second and nine in the 
third as Chang took him apart 
from the baseline and the net in 
just 63 minutes. 
Unlike Muster, Chang doesn't 
mind venturing onto hardcourts 
despite his success on clay. The 
1989 French champion and a vic- 
tor over Andre Agassi to the 
AT&T Challenge on clay In May, 
Chang also was runner-up to 
Agassi at the ATP Championship 
on hardcourts in Cincinnati two 
weeks ago. 
But the easy victory over Pozzi 
didn't fool Chang Into thinking 
he'd beat everyone that way. 
"I want to stay sharp," he said. 
"I don't want to start thinking 
things will come easy. That is 
where things get very danger- 
ous." 
In other men's matches, No. 8 
Michael Stich beat Javier San- 
chez 6-2, 6-3, 64, and No. 12 
Richard Krajicek defeated Karel 
Novacek, a semifinalist last year, 
£3,6-4,6-4. 
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario, the 
women's No. 3 seed, beat Joanne 
tte Kruger 6-4, 6-3; No. 6 Mary 
Pierce crushed Tatyana Jecmen- 
ica 6-3, 6-0; unseeded 14-year-old 
Martina Hingis upset No. 8 Mag- 
dalena Maleeva 4-6,6-4,6-2; No. 9 
Gabriela Sabatini routed Naoko 
Kijimuta 6-2, 6-1; No. 14 Mary 
Joe Fernandez downed Sabine 
Hack 7-6 (7-3), 6-3; and No. IS He- 
lena Sukova lost to Chanda Rubin 
6-1,6-3. 
Hingis, ranked No. 18 and a 
month shy of her 15th birthday, 
became the youngest winner at 
the Open since Jennifer Capriati 
in 1990. 
AP photo/John Dunn 
Luke Jensen reacts during his match against Thomas Muster at the U.S. Open in New York Wednes- 
day. 
Dexter's not his u sual self. 
You suspect the   SillSil. 
So you call  Dr. Nusblcitt, your family  vet back home 
The call is cheap. 
CTOO bad about the  COUSUltatiOU fee.) 
Sii»n up lor AI&T IN te Swings and save 25% lo 
Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere 
in ilu- I S\. 
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance 
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill? Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This 
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15. 
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice™AT&T. 
>. t 
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BG rugby loaded with veterans 
With only one player lost to 
graduation, the Falcon forwards 
return a veteran crew that will be 
enhanced by the addition of sec- 
ond year players Jeff Cellio at 
hooker and Mike Grim at lock. 
The ruggers will also be helped 
by the return of flanker John 
Switzer and lock Rob Luecke to 
the lineup. 
In the front row BG has Brian 
Gibson, Matt Koon, Angelo For- 
tunate and Jeff Roman who will 
all see duty on a squad rotation. 
In addition to Switzer, the back 
row boasts a talented corps that 
includes *>an Kelley, Chris Clr- 
yak, Jeff McVey and Vince Ket- 
terer. 
The backfield has always been 
the Falcons' most dangerous 
component. Eight of its top nine 
scorers return with another 
year's experience under their 
belts. Three of them - wings 
Bruce Broad, Paul Todd and full- 
back Tony Mazzarella -- have ac- 
counted for nearly 450 offensive 
points for BG over the past two 
seasons. 
"We like to swing the ball wide 
in our games and the people we 
have on the outside can burn 
everyone else they match up 
against," center Scott Anderson 
said. "Once we've got the defense 
flowing hard to stop the outside 
threat we just crash back to the 
inside with centers Tony Tyson 
and Brad Rohlfs." 
The Falcons will also be host- 
ing Dayton next Saturday at the 
Intramural Fields for the Brown 
and Orange's first night rugby 
match. They will also host Kent, 
Michigan and the first round of 
the Midwest University Cup 
playoffs. 
A meeting is being held today 
at 5 p.m. in the Falcon Fieldhouse 
meeting room for any and all new 
players interested in playing the 
sport. Information can also be 
obtained by calling Coach Maz- 
zarella at 353-1290. 
Brian Gibson 
The BG News 
The Bowling Green rugby 
teams opens its season at home 
this weekend with a returning 
team that in the words of head 
coach Roger Mazzarella, "is 
loaded for bear." 
The ruggers will host Toledo at 
11 p.m. on Saturday and the 
BGSU alumni on Sunday at 1 p.m. 
Both matches will be played at 
the College Park Rugby Field, at 
the corner of Foe Road and North 
College Ave. 
"We are big, we're fast and we 
deep at every position," Mazzare- 
lla said. "This is probably the 
largest squad, slzewise, I've 
coached since 1986." 
Not that size or very many 
other factors have had an effect 
on the success of the Falcons. 
Under Mazzarella's 10-year reign 
as head coach, the ruggers have 
posted a 563-106-31 record; won 
10 Mid-American Conference 
championships, the Midwest Un- 
iversities Cup three times and 
have made three appearances in 
the National Championship Final 
Four. The Falcons are on a run of 
14 straight MAC titles and can 
boast of never having had a los- 
ing season in their 27 year histo- 
ry. 
"If losing is a disease 
then we've yet to 
even catch a cold 
around here and I 
certainly aim to do 
my part to keep it 
that way." 
Roger Mazzarella 
BG rugby coach 
"If losing is a disease, then 
we've yet to even catch a cold 
around here and I certainly aim courtly BC rugby/Roger M»mre)u 
to do my part to keep It that   Center Scott Anderson eludes • Kent defender In last year's MAC title game. In support are Chris Hald, 
way," Mazzarella added. Brad Rohlfs and Jeff McVey. 
Turner agrees to 
three-year deal 
The Associated Press 
BEREA, Ohio - Cleveland 
Browns moved one step closer 
Wednesday to a big off-field 
victory - the signing of All- 
Pro safety Eric Turner. 
Turner has apparently 
agreed to terms on a three- 
year contract, ending his 
40-day holdout four days be- 
fore the start of the season. 
"He has agreed to terms, but 
has not signed," coach Bill Be- 
llchick said Wednesday. "He's 
flying into town today after 
finishing up some business in 
California. I'm glad all this is 
behind us and looking forward 
to having him in here." 
As for playing in the season 
opener Sunday in New Eng- 
land against the Patriots, Bell- 
chick said, "I can only, go by 
what I see when he gets here. I 
assume we can get him ready, 
but.." 
"We'll put him out there and 
see what he can do. I haven't 
seen Eric Turner in seven, 
eight months." 
Turner arrived later at 
Cleveland Hopkins Interna- 
tional Airport and said he ex- 
pects to be ready to play on 
Sunday. 
The Browns did not reveal 
contract terms, but a team 
official said that Turner and 
his agent, Mike Sullivan, had 
come down from their original 
demand of $9 million over 
three years: The Browns of- 
fered $8.4 million for three 
years. 
"I guess It's a case of If you 
can't get here on time, get 
here when you can,'' line- 
backer Carl Banks said. "Ser- 
iously, our chances are much 
better when Eric's on the field 
with us instead of sitting at 
home. 
"He belongs here. There's 
no doubt Eric being here win 
give us a lift He's very impor- 
tant to our defense." 
Turner, 26, tied for the 
league lead with nine Inter- 
ceptions last season. A No. 1 
pick out of UCLA in 1991, 
Turner has spent all four 
seasons with the Browns. 
If Turner shows Belichlck 
he is ready to play, It means 
Dana Hall, signed as a free 
agent May 19, will return to a 
backup role. 
"Am I disappointed? No," 
said Hall, who was waived by 
San Francisco in February. 
"Anybody who plays this 
game wants to start. I'm not 
the only one around the league 
that puts in a lot of work and 
then won't play. 
"I have to be ready to play 
whether or not Eric Turner is 
with the team or not. I'll be 
ready Sunday if he can't play. 
And I'll be ready if he can. 
He's a tremendous player and 
it only helps the team for him 
to be here." 
Cornerback Antonio La- 
ngham said he spoke with 
Turner by telephone once or 
twice a week during training 
camp. 
"I'd say he wasn't the same 
cheerful Eric Turner I knew 
last year," Langham said. "He 
wasn't joking around. You 
could tell he'd rather be here 
doing his job than sitting at 
home. You could tell in his 
voice he wanted to be here. 
"Eric is a leader. When oth- 
ers see how hard he plays, 
they do too, but the atmos- 
phere hadn't changed without 
him. We're happy he's going to 
be here, but we were prepar- 
ing to go without him. You've 
got to." 
■;. 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
ATTENTION USFSA AND IFS1A FIGURE 
8KATERS! BQSU3 PRECISION SKATMO 
TEAM WILL MEET ON AUGUST 31 AT THE 
KE ARENA AT 10PM. 
Attention Water Skiers 
There will be a water ski meeting 
Tuesday. Seolember 5th al9:00pm in 
Rm.108BA. 
Al levels ol skiers are welcomel 
LAOA 
LESBIAN* GAY 
ALLIANCE 
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT CTR. 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
AUGUST 31. IMS 
8:30 
SEPTEMBER 5.9 PM 
MtLETI ALUMNI CENTER 
Com* »M GARY BLACKNEY Head Coach 
andPAUL FERRARO Defensive Coordinator 
ol tw MAC favoriia. BGSU Falcons, al tw 
1996 Seginnings'oarty hosted by the Under- 
graduate Alumni Association. 
Voluntaafs needed. Ed. Sports. Rec. majors & 
any others interested in helping people please 
come to an Info, meeong Aug. 31 st or Sept. /rh 
at 7pm, 303 Educ. You will learn helpful skills 
to enhance your ability to work with people who 
have a disability Credit available. 
Went lo be on TV? 
Want to produce your own TV show? Come to 
the Campus Connection organizational meet- 
ing tomorrow al8:0Opm m West 121  All majors 
welcome. 352-5350. 
Women'e Hockey- 
Anyone interested come to our meeting Thurs. 
Aug. 31 at 830 PM at Field House. Any ques- 
sVjnecaa 353-1823 or 353-1188. 
CITY EVENTS 
Attention Wargamers and Roleplayers. Bowt- 
IngGreen Gaming Society Fall meetings Fri- 
days 222 Education Bldg 5:30 PM. Come join 
mine run. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found: Small male Tiger cat with purple flea 
oolar near corner of Prospect and Wooster. To 
claim call 352-6309. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
SKYMVE - YOU KNOW YOUVE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO. Skydlve daeeee ottered 10 
minutes tram BGSU campus. Student A 
group discounts. VISA A Maatercard ac- 
cepted. SKYDIVE B.G. 352-5200. 
PERSONALS 
90210HASNOCLUE. 
Try Greek Lite at BGSU A experience the Oil 
terence. For more info call 372-2011. 
ATTENTION TOUR GUtOES 
KICK-OFF MEETING 
TUESDAY. SEPT. 5 - 5 TO S PM 
OR WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 6 - 5 TO 6 PM 
ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCF ALL 
Bring Your Schedules!! 
ATTENTION, Those who ordered 
the UAA •Beginning.' book: 
Bring ycair student O and pick up 
your copy at the following locations: 
Auguet 11, from 11:00-1.-00 
The Union Foyer 
Mac Quad, outside Garden Terrace 
Student Services Bldg. (second floor) 
(no distribution SapL 1) 
Septembers,": 00 p.m. 
Mileri Alumni Center 
September 9, 9 s.m. - 4 p.m. 
UAA Mud Volley ban Tournament 
After September 11, 
le.rn.-5pm., 
MM Alumni Center 
Blow away your calculus problems with Hurri- 
cane Calculus. Pick up a copy at your college 
bookstore or call 1-800-393-3415. 
Dine m at Campus Poiiyeyes and 
enter In the Back to School drawing. 
Bookbags. notebooks A l-shirts and morel 
Factory Outlet Store 
Student Desks starting at $39.00 
MUler Woodworking Factory Outlet 
Woodland Mai • 354-1614 
FREE FINANCIAL AIOI 
Over $6 Billion In private sector grants and 
scholarships Is now available. All students are 
eligible regardless of grades. Income, or par- 
ent's income. 
Let us help. 
Call Student Financial Services: 
1-800-283-6495 e«t. F55441 
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED: 
PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIV. FELD 
HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT. 6. QUALI- 
FICATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD FIRST 
AD OR COMMUNITY FIRST AID. CURRENT 
CPR-AMERICAN RED CROSS PROFES- 
SIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIA- 
TION LEVEL "C". REQUIRED TO COM- 
PLETE A SHORT BLOODBORNE PATHO- 
GEN TRANING COURSE AT THE M OF- 
FICE'S EXPENSE. MANDATORY MEETING. 
THURS.. SEPT. 7.6:00 PM. 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOFT- 
BALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND 
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN 
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY 
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 5. MANDA- 
TORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED.. SEPT. 6. 
7-10:30 PM. 
Late Night Study Lounge 
Falcon's Nest (in the Union) 
Sun-Thurs. 11 PM-4 Am 
Fresh Pizza, Subs, A snacks avail, til 3AM 
•Meal Cards accepted until 3 AMI P 
Monthly special at Campus Poll y eyes. 
Croissant A tossed salad. $3.98. 
Smorg dally 11am-i0pm. Inside Only. 
NEED TO PICK UP ANOTHER CREDIT 
HOUR? LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE) 
SPACES STILL AVAILABLE IN BASIC 
SKATING CL4SSES (PEG 1*0 A 2M). CALL 
372-2264 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
FORREST CREASON GOLF 
COURSE 
Student Fall Passes 
Are Now Available 
Charge Your Pass To Your Bursar 
Account with Proper Identification 
East Poe Road 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(419)372-2674 
Phone For Tee Times 
All The Golf You Can Play 
For Only $50.00 
f 
ALL EDUCATION 
MAJORS 
STUDENT TEACHING 
SPRING SEMESTER.   1996 OR FALL 
SEMESTER, 1996 
You are required to attend a sign-up 
and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. 1995 
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY 
UNION 
8.30 ill  '10,1 in 
- p m 
ATTEND QNEMF^riNG1 
PARALLAX VEW 
al Ihe BLACK SWAMP 
ARTS FESTIVAL 
Frklay.Sept.r>alB:O0PM 
Downtown BG 
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Ten 
Confidential A Caring. 
3S4-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center 
THE GENTLEMEN OF KAPPA 8KUIA 
WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME EVERYONE 
BACK TO THE 85-96 SCHOOL YEAB. 
KAPPA SIGMA 
A GOOD THING! 
THE WORLD S MADE OF GLASS 
THE WORLD B MADE OF GLASS 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS 
THE WORLD IS MADE OF GLASS 
Warned 100 students. Lose 8-100 Ibe. New 
metabolism breakthrough. Guaranteed results. 
$34.95 cost 1-800-352-8448.  
Welcome Back 
S Good Luck 11 
-TtteOZs 
WOMENS SOCCER 
Tryouts tor women's dub soccer team will be 
held 0/5 - 9/8 by the loofcall stadium from 
430*30. Any questions oil Dawn 2-4092 
WANTED 
1 Female roommate needed lor 95-96 school 
year. House tocatedl block from campus (cor- 
ner ol Ridge A N. Enterprise).Own Boom!! 
11(8 month/ plua utilities A gaa. 
CaltJ53-2«29 ask lor Mary Jo or leave a mes- 
sage. 
BG lemale looking lor reliable female rmte. to 
pay i/2ol2bdrm . 1 t/2 bath apt. Call Denies 
218-960-2220. 
Female non-smoking roommate. 
»2S0 plus telephone. 
Call 352-9188. 
Female seeking responsible roommates tor 3 
bdrm. dupioi. 35 min horn campus. Very at- 
tordabte. Call evenings 419-822-4406 ASAPM 
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED lor Fall SS 
and/or Spring "98 semesters. Air Conditioned. 
2 car garage, deck, tree water A sewer. 1175 ♦ 
utilities. Call 353-12*8. 
Female Subleaser: non-smoking 
$135.00 per month. 
Call 354-3149 
HELP WANTED 
A1AAAAI Earn $2500 A Free Spring Break 
Trips! Set 9 Tripe A Go Freel Beet Tripe A 
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, Flor- 
ida! Spring Break Travell 1 -800-678-6386. 
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars. 
No experience required. Begin now. For into 
cat 301-308-1207. 
$35,000/YR. INCOME potantlsl.Reading 
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext F 20/6 
tor details. 
"ReetauranT 
Servers Needed 
Lunch and Evenings 
Above Avg. Wages • Tips 
Apply & the Commodore Cate 
114 Louisiana Ave. 
Perrysburg 
Ask tor Kenny 
•RESTUARANT 
DeyServore 
Lunch Shltt Only 
Apply ©Joeephlnea 
27811 Holiday Una 
Perrysburg 
Ask lor Kenny 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing Industry 
Earn up to $3,000-$6,000. per month 
Room A Board! Transportation I Mate/Female. 
No experience necessary! (208)545-4155 ext 
A5S441.  
BABYSITTER tor BG home tor 7 mo. old Part 
time Weekdays. Negotiable Hours. Must have 
chad care references. One block from campus. 
Rm. and Board available. 353-9102. 
■  RESTURANT • 
Day Servers 
Lunch Shift Only 
Apply at 
Josephine 
27511 Holiday 
Lane 
Perrysburg 
Ask for Kenny 
ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES 
KICK-OFF UEETrNO 
TUESDAY, SEPT. S - 5 TO 8PM 
OR WEDNESDAY. SEPT. S - 5 TO 6PM 
ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCFALL 
Bring you own schedules!! 
Babysitter: In my home 
Tues. A Thurs. 3-8pm. Must have own car. 
353-5831 
Babysitter 8 AM-Noon M-F. Caring, tun loving, 
dependable. Start 9/11/95.3S4-29S4. 
Bartenders/Waitresses. PM shift 
Varsity Lanes. 1033 S. Main St 
352-5247, ask lor Jay. 
Bartenders and WaKn ■ Needed 
Must be 21 to bartend. 19 to Waitress. 
Musi be dependabe A able to work wknds. 
No experience necessary. will train. 
Apply in person between 11 -5atGamers. 
893 S. Main St. 
Cashiers wanted - al shifts. 
Fun working environment with benefits A shift 
differential. Apply in person at Barney's 181 
1/2 S. Main SL 
Childcare for 11 yr. ok) 
Mon ? 30 9pm. T-F 2 30-6pm Trans, roq 
354-1508 
Childcare needed tor 3 preschool boys In our 
Perrysburg home. Position is 1 day per week, 
alternating Fridays A Saturdays Additional 
weekday mornings would be optional. Sitter 
must have dependable car. as some transpor- 
tation Is required. Cal (419) 874-1958. 
Childcaro-Perrysburg. 9am-1pm during etem. 
sen. calendar. 2 children: ages 1 A 3. Non- 
smoker, energetic A ready to have tunl Com- 
posttva wages. Must have car. 1 -874-9803. 
Christian youth worker needed. 9am-12noon 
Sun's. Duties include working with children A 
youth. Committment a muatl For more kilo con- 
tact First Christian Church 354-3989. 
Commercial Graphics A Silk-Screening 
352-5753 btwn. Bam - 4pm 
CratyCaeh 
Like to be trained by individuals making over 
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over 
$18*00 
my first two months. It money excites you cal 
rep. @ 419-868-0875.  
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000 plusAnonth working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World 
travel. Seasonal A full-time employment avail- 
able No experience necessary. 
For more Information call 
1 -206434-0488 ext. C55441. 
Day Care in my home 
MF 8-130 
354-1976 
Day Delivery Personnel 
Apply 2 5 Di Benedetto's 
1432 E. Wooster SL 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. Ail ma- 
terials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774. 
Olathe.KS 66051.  
EBSCOTELEMARKETING SERVICE 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!! 
1994 top 50 national out bound service agency 
is currently expanding its sales force. It you are 
interested m earning top dollars ($8-10 per hr.). 
working flexible hours (min. 1S hrs/wk.), re- 
ceiving weekly pay A building your resume 
then cal now tor an interview. 353-6662 or 
come In to apply at 113 N. Main SL (across 
from Junction). 
NATIONAL PARK8 HIRING 
Seasonal and full-time employment available 
at National Parks. Forests A Wildfcle Preser- 
ves. Benefits and bonuses! Call: 
1-206-545-4804 ext. NS5441.  
Need aGREAT)ob? Want experience In sales. 
marketing, public relations? TELEFUND is tor 
youll Come see what we're all about- 
Appications and job descriptions available at 
Miksti Alumni Center, August 30-September 8. 
Painter needed immediatry. Must have experi- 
ence and transportation. Flexible hours and 
lull-time. Cal 352-4265. 
RESTAURANT 
Servers Needed 
lunch and F.venings 
Above Avg. W<KJCS I 
Tips 
Apply ,it the 
Commodore Cafe 
1 I 4 Louisiana Ave. 
Pei rysburg 
Ask For Kenny 
Learn to Fly 
at BGSU 
Have you aver thought of becoming a 
professional pilot or just learning to 
fly for fun? 
You can fly at BGSU as an elective or as a 
degree program. To schedule a tour of the 
flight school or see an advisor call Nancy 
at 372-2870. 
Part erne position with Wood County Special 
Olympics. Coach Is needed tor bowling. Hours 
vary, $5.00 per hour. Hroh School Optoma or 
eourvatonl required. Position runs through 
November. Application packets available at 
Wood Lane School. Em. B. 11180 E. Gypsy 
Lane Road, Bowing Green between «O0 
ajn.-430 p.m. Application deadline Is Sep- 
tember 1.1966. EOE. 
Panama - Nights. JanrsjriaVdeaning. 
Sytvania area business. 
885-4485. ask tor Darren. 
Pianist needed tor Sunday Servicea. $45 00 
per week. II Interested contact Pastor Jenks at 
352-5101. 
_
 ErMIWNMENTALISTS 
Citizen Action is now hiring Come work with us 
on Important environments) Issues facing Ohio. 
No sates or telemarketing Involved. Some col- 
lege preferred. Cal tor Interview. 866-4483. 
$32Srweek. 
FITNESS 
Local marketing company seeks 5 individuals 
who are health conscious and athletic. Earn up 
to 
B$3400/4000Kamonth 
To   set   up   an   interview   call   Phillip 
SX19-665-6360. 
FULL OR PART-TIME FOR LAND- 
SCAPE/CONSTRUCTION. FLEXIBLE 
SCHEDULE. LEAVE MESSAGE. 688-7865. 
Furl/pan lime positions now open In 24 hr. 
Subway Sandwich Shop 15 min. east ol BG. 
Shifts avail.to It many schedules. tSmr. to 
start Ability to work midnights a plus. Apply in 
person at Subway/Fuel Man at Intersection of 
Rt.6823. 
Gymnastic Coaches - Level 2.3.4 
Receptionist tor Wed. from 3-9pm A some Sat. 
Apply at Perrysburg Gymnastic. 12905 Eckel 
Junction Rd . Perrysburg. 874-9383. 
Help Warned 
All positions tor Comoato Taco. 
353-8228 
Lawn Maintenance. FT A FT. Flexible sched- 
ule. Cal 352-5822 
Local manufacturing company has need ol 
part-time unskilled production employees. 
These jobs are mainly asembly ol small parts. 
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school 
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus, 
south of Wooster Street, so you can walk or 
drive Many BGSU students work at this plant 
Rate ol pay Is $4 25 per hour. Come by to 
pickup an application form. Advanced Spe- 
cialty Products. Inc.. 428 Clough Street. Bowl- 
ing Green. Ohio 43402. 
Miligsn Workshops. Inc. Is now hiring in- 
spectors A assemblers. We offer a new work 
facility, a comlortable atmosphere, reasonable 
managers A daytime M-F hours. $4.25 to start 
with raises on merit 420 Industrial Pkwy. 
RESORT JOBS - Students Neededl 
Earn e $12/hr. and Dps. Theme Parks, Hotels. 
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida, 
Hawaii, Colorado A So. California. Cal Resort 
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext 
R55441. 
Responsible, reliable babysitter needed tor 2 
chidren. P/T flexible hours. 2nd shift Own 
transportation. Call 419-866-1131.  
SET YOUR OWN HOURS! 
Casey's Is Hiring 
Appty at 1025 N. Main, BG 
SPRING BREAK '96 - SELL TRIPS. EARN 
CASH A GO FREEIII Student Travel Servicea 
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest 
rates to Jamaica. Cancun, Daylona and Pan- 
ama City Beach CsII 1 800-648-4849. 
Toledo Country Club now looking to hire 
waiters/waitresses We aril work with your 
schedule. Cal Chris n m up interview at 
419-382-3416. 
Tutor needed tor 11 yr. old girl in Math. Jr. or 
Sr. Ed. Major preferred. 354-1749 afterS p.m 
Want e be a Sports Broadcaster? 
Join WBOU-SPORTS 
Into rrng. Sept 5,203 West, 9pm. 
Are you the next Dan Patrick or Bob Costas? 
Weekend babysitter tor Frt. A Set. nights. Cal 
Pam at 352-3122. 
FOR SALE 
■80 TOYOTA CORONA. 4 Dr. Wagon 
110.000 mi. Runs great, well maintained. 
$900/ofler. 364-6189. 
1979 Toyota Celica. $350. Call 352-5732. 
1982 Chevy Malrbu station wagon. Metalic 
blue. 90,000 ml. New stereo, excellent condi- 
tion. Call 352-1789. 
1987 Dodge Lancer ES For Sale. Blue, Turbo, 
PBKS, PW. $1600. Call 353-3408, leave mes- 
sage. 
1987 Motorcycle CBR 1000 
$2900 
Call 154-0810 
1992 Gary Fisher mountain bike 
for sale. $300. Call Brian 
354-8070 
8 ft. couch A loveseat 
Southwest print. Brand new. 
353-4336 
Couch For Sale. 
Good Condition- $40. 
Call 372-8523. 
Garage Sale. 209 E. Evers (behind Ridge 
School Playground). Thurs. A Fri. 9:30-6:30. 
Bike, vacuum, dishes, glasses, bumper pool 
table, antiques, clothing, old and new Dors, 
computer, collectibles, and tola more. 
Giant-Yukon men's mountain bike. Excellent 
shape. $400 new- $200 NOWI Cal 373-6063. 
New sleeper sofa A love seat 
Contact 352-8661 after 3pm. or 372-8495 
Smith Corona portable word processor with 
spread sheet A data merge programs. Almost 
like new. Great tor school, home, office Ac- 
cessories includ. $200.832-2312 after 6:30pm. 
Tandy 1000 TL2 A Epson printer 
Best offer over $400 
352-5879 
Teal imitation leather sofa/bed, less than 1 yr. 
old.-Ji 75. Tan brush cord, couch, in good con- 
dition-$75. Cal 823-3213. 
Twin Bed for Sale 
Excellent condition, $40 
Call 354-2024 
********* 
Main SI,   • 
"our Music Library", 
BUYS & SELLS 
USED 
CD's 
BRING IN YOUR OLD... 
.TRADI IN FOR NEW!!! 
m* ■ * ■ * 
V 
He 
Be 
» 
F^fSAFE Band Starts at 10pm 
104 S. MAIN BOWLING GREEN. OH 353-0988 
JUNCTIO 
Straight from Chlcaso 
PlavrinqTh^Jniqu^>ot^o 
Voted Best Pizzo! 
PISflN€LLOS 
- i   ,     il-lpiii       i- ii ■! liint h lit   S <■   %   .. n 
ii 6 O 2^2 Sldb 
\f jMed. 450 600 
fNDS 
9/30/95 
I 
iSm. j 
I 
Any 2 Items: 
Lg—7°o -i 
XLg._875j 
feMI/ato-U assess    _ 
Add Bruadsticks! Only $2.00 
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 
Hot VSM WMl An, Other C«V 
CMo.sotlyl.Exmi Coumii (£«. Ml/SS 
ON A MIS 
iTOMAMP 
AUGUST 3 
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1995 BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM 
Falcons on a mission in '95 
SCOTT BROWN 
The BG New. 
Never in the history of 
Bowling Green football has a 
single play so decimated and 
yet so unified a squad. 
Not a night goes past where 
coach Gary Blackney doesn't 
relive that horrid November 
Saturday of 1994 when Central 
Michigan's Cralg Fischer scam- 
pered 72 yards on a fake punt. 
whisking away a MAC 
Championship that the Falcons 
seemingly had In their grasp. 
"I still think every night 
about that big. Cat punter run- 
ning down the Held and falling 
In the end zone." Blackney said 
as his Falcons prepare to open 
the 199S season tonight 
against Louisiana Tech. a sea- 
son In which all eyes look to 
Bowling Green as the prohibi- 
tive MAC favorites   - again. 
But the ghosts from 1994 
remain. And for 36 returning 
letterwlnners, 13 of them 
starters, every effort Is aimed at 
putting those ghosts to rest 
"I think about It every day. It 
still makes me sick." said co- 
captaln Greg Cepek. "That's 
why I think you saw everybody 
on the team stay up here over 
the summer. They are giving It 
everything they have." 
And the Falcons enter this 
year as they have the past two. 
as outright favorites In the con- 
ference.       Bowling       Green 
GAKTBLACKNET 
first place votes In preseason 
media balloting. 
They have been picked first 
each of the past two years, 
however, and each of those sea- 
sons turned into disappointing 
second place finishes. 
"I still think the greatest 
motivation we have la the feel- 
ing that we did not accomplish 
what we wanted to accomplish 
a year ago." Blackney said. 
The way that whole scenario 
came down to the end of the 
season, our players and our 
coaches were left with a great 
void that has created motiva- 
tion for us this year. 
"Despite what our players 
might see or read In the media. 
I still think our strongest moti- 
vation is the fact that we didn't 
get done what we wanted to get 
.wwVJUVK«ttW".....».d 
1995 Falcon Schedule 
Thur.. Aug. 31 LOUISIANA TECH 7:00 
Sat. Sept. 9 at Missouri 1:00 
Sat. Sept. 16 AKRON 3:30 
Sat. Sept. 23 at Central Michigan 1:00 
Sat. Sept. 30 at Temple 6:00 
Sat. Oct. 7 MIAMI 
(Parents' Day) 
1:00 
Sat. Oct. 14 at Ball State 1:00 
Sat. Oct. 21 TOLEDO 
(Homecoming) 
1:00 
Sat. Oct. 28 at Western Michigan 1:00 
Sat. Nov. 4 OHIO 1:00 
Sat. Nov. 11 at Kent 1:00 
The culmination of the frus- 
tration, the lake punt that will 
forever be a dark etch In Falcon 
lore, remains on everyone's 
conscience. 
This Is a new season." said 
senior tight end Trevor Stover. 
"Nobody likes the way last sea- 
son ended, but this is a new 
season. I'm sure it's in the back 
of some guys' minds." 
"That was a tough time for 
us." said returning quarter- 
back Ryan Henry. "But I don't 
think, with the type of success 
that we've had as a team you 
can point to one play and say 
that this Is going to make us 
better." 
Added to the mix Is a sense 
of urgency among the players. 
This Is the last year for 13 
impact     seniors.     including 
season could be considered the 
all-time best quarterback in 
Bowling Green history. And 
there Is the year-to-year possi- 
bility that Blackney could move 
on to college football's greener 
pastures. 
Henry was very candid about 
that as the season drew near. 
"We all have a sense of 
urgency among us." Henry 
said. "We're lucky enough to 
have Coach Blackney back for 
another year. We want to take 
advantage of that year that he 
Is going to be here, because 
frankly it's hard to tell how long 
he's going to be here. 
"He probably deserves to go 
on. E}ut we are glad he's here 
for now and we want to take 
advantage of that" 
Taking advantage will hinge 
lng replacements for All-MAC 
wide receivers Ronnie Redd 
and Ramelr Martin. But the 
exclamation points far out- 
weigh the question marks. 
All signs are pointing west 
and a berth In the coveted Las 
Vegas Bowl on December 14. 
"When you look back at last 
year, there were a couple of 
firsts that we didn't like to see 
happen." Blackney said. "It was 
the first time weVe lost the last 
game of the season, the first 
time we've lost at home. Our 
players and our coaches had 
taken a lot of pride In those 
things. 
"I definitely think that the 
way that last year ended, hav- 
ing a 9-2 team and then sitting 
down and not going any place 
afterward. I think that's added 
fuel. 
That's been the motivation 
for about 50 of our players to 
stay up on campus. It's not 
that you don't get excited about 
every season, but when you 
look at the nucleus of the play- 
ers that we have coming back 
In terms of seniors and experi- 
enced players, and then the 
way last season ended. I speak 
for everyone In our program 
when we say that we cant wait 
to get going. There's more 
excitement right now for me 
than there's been since I've 
been at Bowling Green." 
^Jm^tft»Jwww%wWW%>« 
The BG News 
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1995 Bowling Green Football Roster 
34 Dwaylon Alexander' •   FB  Sr. Youngstown. OH 13 Derek Kldwell* OB Jr. Fostoria. OH 
82 Matt Alexander WR   FT.   Inkster. Ml 59 Dan King DL Fr. Loraln. OH 
98 Terrance Alphonso TE   FT.  AJax. Ontario 42 Jerel Hue FB Fr. North RldRevllle. 
3 Duante Anderson* WR  Jr.  Farmlngton Hills. OH 
MI 58 John Kuck* OL So. New Knoxvllle. OH 
46 Eric Arnold DB So.  Columbus. OH 47 Adam Uge LB Fr. Adrian. Ml 
27 Steve Ayers— DB Sr.  Columbus. OH 52 Brian Manns* LB So. Kenton. OH 
6 Simon Banks WR Jr.  Santa Barbara. CA 41   Brent Martin FB Fr. Upper Arlington. 
09 Al Barnett DL So.  Belleville. Ml OH 
83 Jason Boeckman WR So. CentervlDe. OH 39 Joe Mazzonc WR So. Mtddleburg 
63 Cal Bowers— OL Sr. Aubum, IN Heights. OH 
23 Chtoke Bradley DB So.  Mansfield. OH 62 Chad McCarthy OL Fr. Toledo. OH 
90 Dave Bruhowskl* DL   Jr.   Northnlle. Ml 67 Ed Merrill' OL So. Grove City. OH 
25 Marty Brjrce DB   FT.  BowmanvUlc. 97 Anon Miller DL Fr. Belhvood. IL 
Ontario 51   Klnta Mitchell LB Fr. Canton. OH 
65 Chad Bukry** OL Sr. Centerburg. OH 11 Mark Molk OB Fr. Kenton. OH 
10 Cbna Burton* LB So.  Fort Wayne. IN 12  Bob Nlemet OB IK Columbus. OH 
44 Willie Burton LB  Fr.  Fort Wayne. IN 43 Joe O'Neill LB Fr. Twlnsburg, OH 
5 Todd Bush LB So. Chagrin Falls. OH 30 Kevin O'Neill* LB So. Twlnsburg, OH 
40 Darius Card*** FB  Sr. Cleveland. OH 28 Michael Parker** TB Jr. Portsmouth. OH 
21 Demetrius Carr* DB  So.   Annlston. AL 24 Tom Pate* DB Sr. Hamilton. OH 
32  Keylan Gates* TB  Jr.  Columbus. OH 56 Cotton Phillips DL So. Zaneavllle. OH 
45 GregCepek* DL  Sr.  Westervllle. OH 16 Andy Pollock PK Fr. Maumee, OH 
75 Tony Chlaravalle OL So.  Cleveland. OH 87 Walter Regu la TE Sr. Fairfleld.CT 
20 Tyrone Cole DB   Fr.   Cincinnati. OH 37 Mark Rodgers DB Fr. Miami. PL 
1 Courtney Davis** TB  Jr.  Fort Wayne. IN 80 Jacque Rodgers WR Jr. Spartanburg. SC 
19 Mark Dunaway* WR Jr.  Butler. PA  - 36 Orlando Rogers DB Fr. Marlon. OH 
14 Tony Everhart* DB   Jr.   Mlddletown. OH 84  Mark Saneholu WR Fr. Bowling Green. OH 
70 David Farrall OL   Jr.   Springfield. OH 38 Derek Schorr] s- • PK Sr. Westervllle. OH 
22 Tom Gabram WR So.   Novelty. OH 72 Steve Sheets OL Jr. Columbus. OH 
68 Shawn George* OL   Jr.   Urbana. OH 50 Damon Smith* DL Jr. Columbus. OH 
71  BenGUmore OL  Fr.  Versailles. OH 55 Tawan Smith* DL 8a Columbus. OH 
8 Dwayne Halrston DB  So.   Gahanna. OH 7   Krtr Starkr, WR Jr. Milliard. OH 
9 Steve Hartley- DB  Jr.  Columbus. OH 15 Brian SOer* DB/P Jr. Wheaton. IL 
66 Sam Hemke* OL So.   Bloomflcld Hills. Ml 79 Mike Story OL Jr. Farmlngton Hills. 
18 Ryan Henry** OB   Sr.   Canton. OH Ml 
33 Jay Hoey FB So.  London. OH 94 Trevor Stover*** TE Sr. Galena. OH 
73 Chris Holbrook OL  Jr.  St. Paris. OH 26 Brian Tabb DB Fr. Wbrthington. OH 
88 Tony Hokomb OL  Jr. Akron. OH 2 Scott Thompson WR Sr. Lima. OH 
35 Robbie HoUls TB  Fr.  Lansing. Ml 17 AndyTTacy*** P Sr. Bowling Green. OH 
96 Gardner Howard* LB So.   Defiance. OH 78 TJ. Upshaw OL Fr. Huber Heights. OH 
92  Dontay Hunter DL So.   Cleveland Heights. 95 Gregg Wade DL Fr. Detroit. Ml 
OH 91 Willie Watson DL So. Amherst.NY 
85 EfBe James TE   Fr.  Mansfield. OH 4 Jamalne Williams DB So. Detroit. MI 
60 Dana Johnson LB   Fr.  Portsmouth. OH 31 Junior Williams DB Fr. Lansing. Ml 
77 Cory Kettler* OL So.  Coldwater. OH 49 Jason Woullard*** LB Sr. Masslllon. OH 
• - denotes letters won 
Head Coach: Gary Blackney (Connecticut '67) 
Career Record: 36-8-2 (4 yrs.) 
Assistant Coaches 
Scott Scellger (Iowa State '72). Assistant Head Coach/Guards and Centers: Paul Ferraxo (Springfield 
College -82). Defensive Coordinator/Secondary; Terry Malone (Holy Cross '83). Offensive 
Coordinator/Tackles and Tight Ends: Jim ColUs (Springfield College '82). Quarterbacks: Dlno 
Dawson (Wayne State '91). Running Backs; Bruce Gregory (Western Maryland College '84). Wide 
Receivers: Bob Ugashesky (Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania '85). Outside Linebackers: Tony Pusateri 
(Capital '73). Defensive Une/Klckers/Spedal Teams: Steve Telander (Massachusetts '79), Inside 
Linebackers 
BODIES IN MOTION ...       \ 
UCMATWHAL 
snms 
4f 
TEND TO STAY IN MOTIONII 
* 
oVo 
Fit-For-AII Aerobics begins September 5 
Othsr rscrsaDonal opponunisas - 
FITWELL • Parsons!FmnQunt-Scuba.MX 100(ForavarInTraining) • Biatilon • 
Swimming ■ OukJoor pac* MI ■ RaCQUsfcaC • Squash • Ba«k«ba« • Tsmll • Volleyball • at>d morslll 
For more information call 372-2712/2711 
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Little Caesars- 
CUSTOMER 
APPRECIATION DAY! 
Thursday 
SEPT. 7th 
E  ^|     Medium 
j    I Pizza with 
j   A Pepperoni 
Only 
$2.99 
;• crazy bread 750 
• crazy sauce 550 
112 Mercer & Wooster • Bowling Green 
054-65 ii 
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OFFENSE 
Returnees ensure promising outlook 
Backfield, line 
return basically 
intact in '95 
SCOTT BROWN 
The BO Ifews 
Numbers, numbers, num- 
bers. 
The Bowling Green offense 
has racked them up big-time In 
Gary Blackney's four-year 
tenure, and 1995 should be no 
different. 
The Falcons have led the 
MAC In scoring three of the 
past four years. They were first 
last year, and 8th overall In the 
nation. 
With seven starters return- 
ing to the fray. Including the 
entire backfield. this year 
shouldn't be any different. 
"We have a lot of great play- 
ers on the team and we have a 
lot of optimism," senior Mark 
Dunaway said. 
Dunaway will be one of the 
players who will attempt to fill 
the slots of the departed 
Ronnie Redd and Ramelr 
Martin at wide receiver (see 
related story). 
Besides the receiving corps, 
there appear to few questions 
surrounding the Bowling 
Green offense In 1995. Most of 
the offensive line and the entire 
backfield return from last sea- 
son. 
Ryan Henry Is back for his 
senior season after two years 
as the starting quarterback. 
Henry, the consensus pre-sea- 
son pick to be the MAC 
Offensive Player of the Year, 
suffered through back trouble 
late last year but offseason 
surgery has alleviated the 
problem and has him back at 
RYAN HENRY MICHAEL PARKER 
■*■*"*'«'■*. 
CALBOWBRS 
100 percent. 
The back feels really good." 
Henry said. "I'm on a modified 
conditioning program right 
now. I'm not doing that hard 
running and pounding where 
the back Is going to take more 
abuse than It needs to. I'm on a 
stride type of workout where I 
do a lot of running but not a lot 
of sprinting." 
Henry's past numbers point 
towards a record-setting senior 
CRAD BUSBY 
campaign. Last year, he was 
10th In the nation In passing 
efficiency and 4th In touch- 
down passes. 
A total of 56 school and MAC 
records fell last year, and 
Henry had a big hand In most 
of those. 
"Statistics don't mean a 
whole lot of you're sitting at 
home    watching    the    bowl 
See Of WISE, page B 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
SENIOR HOCKEY LEAGUE 
FALL 1995 
'**»iOperV.toW 'players i$ years of age and above. 
*•• Each team will play e^gfaaea. Games wffl eoM^ofJhree 20- minute .,■' 
nrnnlng time periods. Playoffs win be conducted following the regular . 
i- jiiseaaoh..-. 
••• Play will begin on Monday. September l lth and W01 conclude in late 
Speed defines 
unproven wide 
receiving corps 
SCOTT BROWN 
The BO News 
The wide receiving corps 
have been the focus of the 
most off-season speculation 
surrounding the Falcon foot- 
ball team. 
"Who's going to replace 
Ramelr Martin and Ronnie 
Redd?" head coach Gary 
Blackney asked aloud, refer- 
ring to the Falcons' departed 
wide receiving stars. That's a 
question that has be 
answered as early as possi- 
ble." 
Blackney appears to have 
two good answers lined up as 
the season sets to get under- 
way. 
Eric Starks, a Junior trans- 
fer from Ohio State, and Scott 
Thompson, a track All- 
Amerlcan trying football his 
senior season, are the Falcon 
coaches' picks to start at wide 
receiver tonight against 
Louisiana Tech. 
"Starks and Thompson 
look really good." Blackney 
said. "Granted, they haven't 
had game competition in a 
couple of years. |but| there's 
one quality they do bring: 
they can Oat get up and go. 
We have never had the kind of 
speed those two will bring our 
offense." 
Starks didn't At Into John 
Cooper's plans at Ohio State. 
ERIC STARKS 
and decided to give Bowling 
Green a shot. He hasn't 
caught a pass In a game since 
his senior year of high school. 
On the other side. 
Thompson will be given the 
opportunity despite not hav- 
ing played football since his 
sophomore year In high 
school - six years ago. 
"We got some good wide 
receivers here that can fill the 
slots." Starks said. "We feel 
pretty confident. I'm ready to 
go." 
The two will be backed up 
at wide receiver by a pair of 
Junior college recruits. 
Jacque Rogers from 
Montgomgery College In 
South Carolina and Simon 
Banks from Santa Barbara 
Community College. 
8M RECEIVERS, page 8 
Call 
(Mail Boxes, Etc 
353-2511 
1064 North Main St. 
Bowling Green 
Authorized UPS Outlet 
Other services include 
mailbox rental, 
copies, faxes & 
shipping supplies. 
Grand Opening 
Specials! 
September 5-9 
When All The 
Comforts Of Home... 
Just Don't Fit... 
Hiving trouble getting your stuff 
back 10 college? From computers 
and stereos ofbooks and furniture, 
Mail Boxes Etc.* can pack and ship 
just about anything. 
srrc 
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Talented group returns 
CHRISTIAN PELUSI 
The BO Neva 
After speaking for Just a few 
minutes to Falcon defensive 
coordinator Paul Ferraro, It 
quickly becomes clear that the 
defensive team's enthusiasm Is 
rivaled only by that of Its coor- 
dinator. 
When Ferraro talks about 
his players, his eyes light up 
and he straightens up in his 
chair, filled with emotion. 
"Our philosophy Is always 
going to be pursuit of the foot- 
ball with great effort, with 
proper angles, and make tack- 
les," Ferraro said. "If we have 
11 guys pursuing to the ball 
with great effort on every snap, 
with the proper angles and 
tackling, we're going to play 
good defense." 
Good defense is exactly what 
the Falcons have been playing 
since Ferraro and head coach 
Gary Blackney's arrival In 
1991. Since then. Bowling 
Green has not finished below 
fourth In the MAC In total 
defense and has led the league 
the last two years In scoring 
defense. 
Much of this can be traced 
back to the gang tackling and 
ball hawking that have been 
the Falcon defense's trade- 
marks. 
"All pursuit is desire, the 
desire and the will to get to the 
football," Ferraro said. "If you 
run to the football, good things 
are going to happen." 
"If the ball gets turned over 
and you have 11 guys running, 
someone Is going to recover It." 
The Falcons' turnover mar- 
gin last season was a plus-10 
as the defense recovered 10 
fumbles and Intercepted 16 
passes — a shining example of 
the coaching staffs philoso- 
phy. 
Pressure on the quarterback 
may be the one spot In need of 
Improvement this season. The 
defense totaled 26 sacks last 
season and may Increase this 
year with a deep and now more 
experienced defensive front 
seven. 
"When you look at our front 
seven, from the first group to 
the second group, there's not a 
whole lot of difference," said 
head coach Gary Blackney. 
"That's how talented I think we 
are." 
That front seven is led by 
defensive c-o-captains Greg 
Cepek and Jason Woullard. 
Cepek. a 6-5, 245 ft), senior 
defensive end, was a 1st-team 
All-MAC selection last season 
and was tied for the team lead 
Woullard expected 
to shine in '95 
CHRISTIAN PELUSI 
The BO News 
Jason Woullard has all the 
makings of a good leader: the 
pedigree, the experience, the 
talent, the personality and 
the respect. 
With that In mind. It is no 
wonder that Woullard was 
elected by his teammates as a 
co-captaln for the defense 
this year along with defensive 
end Greg Cepek. 
Woullard Is from perennial 
high school football power- 
house Massillon (Ohio), 
where he helped the Tigers to 
regional championships In 
his sophomore and senior 
years. 
After coming to Bowling 
Green, Woullard played mid- 
dle linebacker behind stars 
Artie Mangham and Vince 
Palko his freshman year, but 
was one of only three true 
freshmen to letter in 1992. 
Both linebackers added 
dlfferenent assets to 
Woullard's game. 
"Artie taught me the art of 
avoiding blocks, because 
Artie was really fast." 
Woullard said. "He showed 
me how to move In the mid- 
dle. 
"With Vinnle. It's probably 
work ethlc. He was out there 
going 100 miles an hour every 
play, whether It was practice 
with no pads, full pads ... 
also, his mental toughness." 
In      1993     and      1994. 
Woullard finished second on 
the team In tackles playing 
alongside Palko. who was the 
MAC Defensive Player of the 
Year both years. In the last 
three games of last season, 
Woullard moved to outside 
linebacker, where he contin- 
ued to excel. 
Woullard likes the 
increased responsibilities of 
playing outside. 
"Outside Is more disci- 
plined." Woullard said. "As a 
perimeter defender, you're 
kind of the last line of defense 
to the corner. Both Inside and 
outside are fun. thoug. I Just 
like to be out there. 
"I'd play nose guard If 1 had 
to.* 
Woullard enjoys talking 
about football off the fleld. 
but when he's on the fleld. 
he's all business. 
"I try to lead by example. 
I'm not the kind of guy who 
goes out there screaming, try- 
ing to get the guys fired up," 
Woullard said. "I like to try to 
make plays and tell the guys 
'Let's go. let's get goln'." 
One of those examples off 
the field Is his training. 
Woullard Is one of the 
strongest Falcons, finishing 
third In total lifting. He placed 
behind only tight end Trevor 
Stover and center Cal 
Bowers. 
Pretty good for a 6-1. 225 
lb. linebacker lifting against 
See WOULLARD, page 8 
OPEN •LANES 
11 PM - MIDNIGHT 
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT- 
OPEN LANES MONTHUR AFTER 9PM, 
SUNI-6PM 
TONY EVERHART OREO CEPEK 
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
ILink 
...seeks caring volunteers to assist 
persons experiencing a problem or crisis. 
Volunteers are needed for the Crisis 
Hotline and The Victims Advocacy 
Program. 
No experience necessary - training 
classes starting soon. Call or Stop in for 
applications: 
: 315 Thurstin Ave., Bowling Green 
I 352-5387 
Applications accepted until: 
I  9/6/95 for Victims Advocacy Program 
and 9/8/95 for the Crisis Hotline. 
South Side 6 Wishes 
Good Luck 
To the 1995 -96 Falcon Football team. 
= FAST & FRIENDLY Service, only at 
SOUTH sim c; 
...Will III    llll    I'MIM   SI Mils 
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Louisiana Tech invades fo 
SCOTT BROWN 
The BO News 
The 1995 season gets under- 
way tonight and Gary Blackney 
has his coaching face on. 
Louisiana Tech provides the 
opposition as the Falcons begin 
their fifth season under 
Blackney, and the BG coach is - 
surprise - playing up his oppo- 
nents. 
"They are an Interesting 
team." Blackney said. They 
scare me a little- bit In that they 
have a 3-8 record |last year) but 
they play Baylor, they play West 
Virginia, they play Houston and 
they almost beat UNLV. 
"It's true. This is a better 
team than that 3-8 record indi- 
cates." 
The Bulldogs invade having 
endured two back-to-back 
tough seasons. After going 16-4- 
3 the first two years of this 
decade, tough times have befall- 
en the program. 
The last three years. 
Louisiana Tech has gone 5-6. 2- 
9 and 3-8. However. 13 starters 
return from last season, Includ- 
ing eight on offense. 
"We have had two tough 
years." said Tech coach Joe 
Raymond Peace. "It's been a 
tough haul, but we'd like to right 
ourselves this year." 
Louisiana Tech has new 
offensive and defensive coordi- 
nators In 1995. but the key for 
them will probably be junior 
quarterback Jason Martin. 
Martin's first two seasons In 
Ruston, LA have been nothing 
short of dlsasterous from 
Bulldog standards: eight touch- 
downs to 27 Interceptions. 
Peace says that Martin's 
expected   turnaround   In   an 
VS. 
BOWLING GREEN LOUISIANA TECH 
Season opener 
Tonight, 7 p.m. 
BOWLING GRE1 
▼8. 
LOUISIANA TEC 
7 p.m. 
Doyt L. Perry Fie 
LOUISIANA TECH 
Location: Ruston, 1 
Enrollment:  
Colors: Columbia Bin 
Nickname:  
Conference:  
Stadium  
Capacity    
Coach:   Joe Raymo 
Career Record:   . . .35-38-' 
Record at LTU:  
1994 Overall Record: . 
1994 Big West Record: . . 
Lettermen Returning:  . 
Offense    
Defense  
Kickers    
Lettermen Lost:    
Returning Starters: . . . 
Series Record: 1st 
offense that will feature the pass 
even more will be a big key to 
their success. 
"He's had a tough time of it." 
Peace admitted. "He's been a 
young player, and young players 
need time to develop. We're con- 
fident that this is his year to 
emerge." 
Blackney expressed concern 
about the Bulldogs' team speed, 
which he Impressed with after 
watching last season's film. 
"I think If you evaluated over- 
all team speed, I would say that 
they have more team speed than 
we have." Blackney said. 
Peace, however, termed his 
team's speed as "average." The 
Tech coach has been Impressed. 
however, with what he has seen 
out of the Bowling Green pro- 
gram. 
Tve been very Impressed with 
their team," Peace said of the 
Falcons. "They are very well- 
coached and they have out- 
standing athletes on both sides 
of the ball. They control the ball 
and make the plays that they 
need to make. That's the Ingre- 
dients of a good football team." 
On the Injury front, the 
Falcons are without reserve 
offensive linemen Sam Hemke 
and Chris Holbrook, making 
them thin on the line. Both are 
expected back for next week's 
game at Missouri. 
Blackney  remains  weary of 
his first opponents. 
"I think that the only thing 
stopping this team from winning 
is that they haven't won." 
Blackney said of Louisiana 
Tech. 
Klckoff is set for 7:00 at Perry 
Stadium. 
NIGHT GAME 
The game also marks the 
return of lights to Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium for the first time sine 
1992. The lights were rented fo 
this game only and will be tor 
down afterwards. 
"I think It's a wonderful sltul 
atlon." Blackney said. "It's a bl 
plus moving it from Labor Da 
Bowling Green associate ath 
letlc director Ken Kavanagh : 
It as a wln-wln situation for th 
We deliver qreat 
Mexican food! 
ii.ii l.u u Kit-, no Hoi l.icos ,ind cool lom.-itot.'s| 
r.u ,, s.ii.id- 
Sup. . N.ichos  
Ultimate Nachos  
Hot N.ichos 'N Chee: e     
Hoi Nil! h<v.   n S.1K.1  
Nil'   .'  roUHdl!!    (1   ll>    ,.|   Chip!,   illlll   1   II)    III   ..ills.!) 
...Illo     ........ 
II. .in blirnlo  
Catt 353-Taco (8226) 
Awesome Combo ■ FREE LOADED BURRITO 
Students9 Guide t 
The Falcons open up a five-game home schedule 
tonight with the 7:00 klckoff against Louisiana 
Tech. 
Home games are played at Doyt L. Perry Stadium 
on the east end of the campus, overlooking 
Interstate 75. Admission for Bowling Green stu- 
dents Is free when a valid BGSU student ID is dis- 
played. Student entry Is via Gates 7-10 on the west 
side of the stadium (facing campus). 
Student seating Is generally In the lower level of 
the west side of the stadium, but students may sit 
in any general admission area. Reserved chair seats 
are clo! 
Gate 
talners 
tallgati 
Othe 
Akron, 
and No 
except 
p.m. 
Oct. 
ed for I 
All 
Located in 
the 
Greenu'ood 
Center 
1610 E 
U'voslfi 
smsssA 
ONLY $5.99 
,\W*'.W 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ATACQKIT ,„ 
RAPID PRINTING 
PRINTING 
COPIES 
CALL US FIRST! 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! 
POSTERS • FLYERS • TICKETS • CARDS 
BROCHURES • NEWSLETTERS • RESUMES 
STAMPS • PENS • PENCILS • MUGS • ETC. 
186 SOUTH MAIN 
DOWNTOWN BG 352-9118 
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meeting 
Doyt L. Peny Stadium daring ■ night game In 1992 
team and the fans. 
"From a fan standpoint. It 
opens up the Labor Day week- 
end." Kavanagh explained. This 
also gives our students a chance 
to come out. It Is only the sec- 
ond day of classes and by play- 
ing It Thursday Instead of 
Saturday we won't miss those 
that are going home for Labor 
Day. 
"Prom the team's standpoint. 
It gives them a few more days to 
prepare for next week's game at 
Missouri." 
Kavanagh said that the ath- 
letic department hopes a big 
crowd will come out. Over 
25.000 came out for the first 
night game at Perry Stadium In 
1989 - the sixth biggest crowd 
In  the stadium's history, and 
BG News file photo 
largest non-Toledo crowd — and 
Kavanagh said the athletic 
department Is shooting for that 
number again. 
The last night game was 
1992. when the Falcons defeat- 
ed Western Michigan. 29-19. 
Tonight's game marks the 
fourth night game all-time at 
Perry Stadium. 
Bowling Green Falcon Football 
I to students. 
i open an hour before game time. Open con 
| are prohibited by NCAA regulations, but 
i is encouraged. 
' home games this year are Sept. 16 against 
ct. 7 against Miami. Oct. 21 against Toledo 
v. 4 against Ohio. All games begin at 1 p.m. 
|for the Akron game, which begins at 3:30 
' is Parents' Day, while Homecoming is slat- 
he Oct. 21 game against Toledo, 
lalcon games will be carried locally by two 
radio stations. The campus station. WBGU-FM 
(88.1). will cany each game, home and away. 
WFOB-AM (1430 AM) from Bowling Green is the 
Falcons' flagship station and carries every game. 
Pregame shows on each station will air one hour 
before klckoff with the postgame shows lasting for 
30 minutes. 
The Sept. 16 game against Akron will be televised 
live locally on SportsChannel. As of Aug. 28. no 
other Falcon game Is scheduled to be carried on 
local television. 
BGC©UNTRYCLUB 
•      Now OFFERS 
STUDENT RATES! 
9 Holes for $6 or   «Mon- Fri Only 
18 Holes for $9       •Call for Tee Times 
923 Fairview Ave. BG • 352-5546 
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continued from page 5 
with nine tackles for losses (four 
sacks). Woullard. a 6-1. 225 
senior outside linebacker, was 
second on the team in tackles 
last season. 
"We expect great leadership 
from them and they've been giv- 
ing us that all summer and pre- 
season and they lead by exam- 
ple." Ferraro said. "When they 
come out to practice, they prac- 
tice as If It were a game. That's 
the way you have to practice to 
play good defense. You can't 
just turn it on on game day. 
"They're In great shape, 
they've got great attitudes and 
they both have lots of game 
experience." 
Joining Cepek on the defen- 
sive line will be sophomore Al 
Barnett at tackle, backed up by 
Junior Damon Smith, while 
sophomore Tawan Smith and 
Junior Dave Bruhowski will be 
rotating at noseguard. 
"This defensive line should 
allow us to stay fresh and rotate 
players." Ferraro said. 
Opposite Woullard on the 
outside will be either of two 
sophomores, Brian Manns or 
Gardner Howard. The middle 
linebacker spots are currently 
held by sophomores Chris 
Burton and Kevin O'Neill, who 
came on strong late last sea- 
son,leading the team in tackles 
in the final three games. Those 
were his first two starts after 
walklng-on and being red-shlrt- 
ed In 1993. 
"Kevin's picked up right 
where he left off last season. 
He's Just around the ball." 
Ferraro said. "He's Just got a feel 
for the football and we feel the 
same way about Chris." 
Junior Tony Everhart. who 
led the team with ftve Intercep- 
tions last season, will start at 
DEMETRIUS CARR 
one corner and Demetrius Carr 
will start at the other. At strong 
safety Is sophomore Chloke 
Bradley, who started all 11 
games as a true freshman last 
season. Ferraro looks for 
Bradley to move to "a whole new 
level of play." 
"He Just shows up all the 
time and makes big plays. 
Whether It's tackles for losses. 
Interceptions, coming off the 
corner for a blitz, he's Just a 
tremendous athlete who gives 
us a new dimension." Ferraro 
said. 
At the free safety spot Is a 
similar story to Bradley's emer- 
gence last season. True fresh- 
man Orlando Rogers from 
Marlon. Ohio, has taken over 
the position by impressing the 
coaching staff all through camp. 
"Free safety Is an important 
position for us and Orlando has 
come in and Just showed us 
that he's a guy who belongs on 
the field and playing." Ferraro 
said. 
"We expect to be as good as 
we've ever been on defense this 
year." 
And If they are. expect 
Ferraro to get even more excit- 
ed. 
©G3 
*JKS 
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YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
IL nk 
...seeks caring volunteers to assist 
persons experiencing a problem or crisis. 
Volunteers are needed for the Crisis 
Hotline and The Victims Advocacy 
Program. 
No experience necessary - training 
classes starting soon. Call or Stop in for 
applications: 
315 Thurstin Ave., Bowling Green 
352-5387 
Applications accepted unitl: 
9/6/95 for Victims Advocacy Program 
and 9/8/95 for the Crisis Hotline. 
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Stingy Defense 
The Bowling Green defensive units have consistently ranked 
among the best In the MAC each year during head coach Gary 
Blackney's tenure. 
Scor. Defense 
Tot. Defense 
Rush Defense 
Pass Defense 
Bowling Green has also been consistently ranked among the 
national leaders. Last year, they tied for 11th In scoring defense 
and were 16th In passing efficiency defense. 
'B4 93 ■92 •91 
1 1 8 3 
a 1 4 4 
a 1 a 3 
8 7 9 0 
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continued from page 8 
Stover at 240 lbs. and Bowers 
at 275 lbs. 
Defensive coordinator Paul 
Ferrari) agreed. 
"Jason Is pretty quiet (on the 
Bent His leadership Is more by 
example then a verbal thing." 
said the coach. 
Ferraro expects that 
Woullard will have his best sea- 
REPROqraphics 
Your Campus Printer 
Attention 
Professors and Students 
Let Reprographics help you prepare for the fall! We offer A 
wide variety of services to fulfill your printing needs: 
"Rill Vour Bursar Account!" 
14c Self Serve Copies 
I Birring Services 
I Transparencies (regular & color) 
I Custom pubishing vW copyright clearance 
I High speed & multicolor copying 
I Qualy Offset Printing 
Off 
Any Office Service 
Excluding Course Packets 
Offer Exp  Sept  2.1995 
611 Administration Building • 372-2323 
BGSU Recreational Sports 
Welcomes back students, faculty 
and staff ..—..•-.•—..—.«.—.., 
Check out our new programs 
• Personal Fitness Quest...a 3 step 
personal training program 
• Slide Aerobics...guaranteed 
to make you sweat! 
• Super sculpt...strengthen 
those muscles! 
sums 
>3,-v:m iLcoMlfl 
son this year, so he demands 
more out of him. That also 
comes with his position. 
"Jason's got to rush, he's got 
to drop back Into coverage and 
he's got to play on the line of 
scrimmage. So from his stand- 
point, he's got a little bit of 
defensive back In him, a little 
bit of linebacker and a little bit 
of defensive line In him. 
"We ask a lot of him and that 
August 31. 1905 
position physically and mental- 
ly." Ferraro added. 
"Jason brings a real steady- 
ing Influence and maturity to 
the football Held." said head 
coach Gary Blackney. "Since 
he has been under Are In game 
conditions and played so well, I 
think the younger players look 
up to him for leadership." 
Not a bad resume for a 
leader. 
RECEIVERS 
continued from page 4 
Mark Dunaway. who was 
moved from quarterback to 
wide receiver In the spring, 
will also be battling for time In 
the wide receiver spot. 
Those five have Blackney 
hopeful that the losses of 
Redd and Martin won't sting 
the offense too much. The 
duo combined for 168 catches 
and 29 touchdowns In their 
careers. 
"We're more secure In that 
position |wlde receiver) now 
than when we were coming 
out of spring ball." Blackney 
said. 
The key, quarterback Ryan 
Henry says. Is developing a 
chemistry with everybody in 
the wide receiving group. 
Henry has never worked with 
the present top four receivers 
before this season. 
"You want to be cautious 
because you want to be sure 
where they're going to be." 
Henry said. "Once 1 throw the 
ball I know that they are 
going to secure the ball like 
they need to. The big concern 
Is the routes and the teaching 
aspect of It. Once we get that 
going, things are going to Iron 
themselves out" 
"We've been doing the 
seven-on-seven all summer 
and me and Ryan have been 
doing real well together." 
Slarks said. "We just have to 
get the plays and the offense 
together." 
Starks halls from Bishop 
SCOTT THOMPSON 
Ready High School In HUllard. 
outside of Columbus. He 
rushed for over 2,500 yards 
In his high school career, but 
never cracked the Ohio State 
lineup. 
He also won the state 100- 
meter championship in track. 
"Eric Starks Is a great ath- 
lete." Blackney said. "We're 
real thankful he came here to 
us from Ohio State and he fig- 
ures to be a starter right 
now." 
Thompson was third In the 
NCAA outdoor meet  In  the 
110 meter hurdles In  1994 
and placed fifth In the 55- 
meter hurdle event the same 
year. He holds school records 
Indoors In the 55-meter hur- 
dles and the 200-meter run. 
They both have tremen- 
dous speed and they both can 
catch the ball extremely well." 
Blackney said. 
Monday Night Football 
Hot Dogs & Drink Specials 
Monday. Sept. 4th. 
Dallas Cowboys 
vs. 
New York Giants 
The BO Hew 
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game," Henry said. "I think it's 
good in that it shows what a 
successful program we have 
and what a fine coaching staff 
we have, but we need to take It 
one step further." 
In all, Henry completed 59 
percent of his passes, throwing 
25 for touchdowns while allow- 
ing only 11 Interceptions. 
A strenuous ofT-season pro- 
gram Impressed Blackney and 
has Henry primed for this year. 
To be very candid, the Bret 
day of spring ball I did not 
expect to see Ryan Henry In a 
football uniform," Blackney 
said. "I thought he'd be out 
there In shorts and maybe a 
Jersey and Just move It around. 
He was out there in full gear 
doing everything but taking 
contact. 
"I think he's at least where 
we hoped he would be coming 
off back surgery." Blackney 
added. 
Junior Derek Kldwell will 
battle with surprising fresh- 
man Bob Nlemet for the back- 
up QB role. Nlemet had an out- 
standing spring with Henry 
and Kldwell injured and may 
have the inside track. 
Complimenting Henry will be 
the entire returning back field. 
Including the Junior tailback 
duo of Courtney Davis and 
Keylan Cates. The two com- 
bined for almost 1,500 yards 
last season with 11 touch- 
downs. 
Cates led the team with 804 
yards a season ago. He la the 
more physical of the two run- 
ners, while Davis la beat uti- 
lized in the open field. Davis. 
DARIUS CARD 
besides his 664 yards on the 
ground, caught 23 passes and 
could be used even more In 
that capacity, particularly with 
the question marks at flanker. 
"Courtney Is not very big and 
he's not very fast," Blackney 
said. "All he does Is make the 
chains move. He's one of the 
moat coachable players I've 
ever been around in 25 years of 
coaching. He's a Joy on the fool- 
ball field. 
"His greatest asset Is his 
field vision. While he's got the 
ball In his hand and he's going 
at full speed, he's got the abili- 
ty to make the necessary break 
to elude a tackier." 
Michael Parker will also see 
time at tailback. 
Darius Card and Dwaylon 
Alexander, a pair of seniors, 
will split time at fullback. 
Alexander missed nearly all of 
1994 with a knee Injury but 
has fully recovered. Card is 
also dangerous coming out of 
the backneld catching passes, 
having grabbed 73 In his 
career. 
The talent In the backneld 
and the problems at wide 
receiver have raised the possi- 
bility of Blackney changing the 
run-pass mix In favor of the 
run. 
Forget that 
"The game plan Isn't going to 
change much," Henry said. "We 
have two outstanding fullbacks 
and two outstanding tailbacks. 
When you couple that with the 
fact that we tost two outstand- 
ing wide receivers, one would 
tend to think that we are going 
to run the ball a little bit more. 
"I don't think Coach 
Blackney wants to get away 
from the things that have been 
successful for us. I think he 
wants to continue to mix things 
up." 
The running backs figure to 
be configured more Into the 
passing game, however, as 
should senior tight end Trevor 
Stover. He caught 16 passes a 
year ago. three for scores. 
Falcon Fast Facts 
Location: Bowling Green, OH 
Pounded:  1901 
Enrollment: 17,000 
President:   Dr. Sidney Ribcau 
Conference: Mid-American 
Colors:   .Burnt Orange and Seal Brown 
Nickname:   Falcons 
Stadium: Doyt L. Perry Stadium 
Capacity:   30.599 
Surface: Natural Grass 
Head Coach: Gary Blackney 
Record at BG (yrs.): 36-8-2 (4) 
Career Record (yrs.): 36-8-2 (4) 
1994 Record: 9-2 
1994 MAC Record:   7-1 (2nd) 
Lettermen Returning:  .36 
Lettermen Lost   15 
Starters Returning: 13 
Starters Lost: 9 
Offensive Formation: Pro I 
Defensive Formation: 3-4 
Athletic Director . . . .Dr. Ron Zwterleln 
Associate AD/Sr. Women's 
Administrator Shelley Appelbaum 
Associate AD/Operatlons 
Ken Kavanagh 
Associate AD/Falcon Club . . .Fran Voll 
Assistant AD/Marketlng & Promotions 
Brad Browning 
Assistant AD/Compliance & Eligibility 
Tom Glick 
Assistant AD/Academic Affairs 
Vlrnette House 
Assistant AD/Flnanclal Affairs 
.Jerry Wollmering 
Concessions Director . . . .Jim Elsasser 
Tlcket Manager Scott Bressler 
Faculty Representative 
Dr. Marv Kuinler 
Head Trainer Bill Jones 
Equipment Director Joe Sharp 
Asst to AD/Academics . . .Mike Bartley 
Tracy, Schorejs return 
Seniors Andy Tracy and Derek Schorejs return as punter and 
place-kicker, respectively, for the Falcons In 1995. 
Tracy, also a pitcher for the Falcon baseball team, was draft- 
ed by the Cincinnati Reds In the June baseball draft but has 
decided to stay for his senior season. He was third In the MAC 
with a 39.4 yards-per-kick average In 1994. 
Schorejs must fill the shoes of departed kicker Brian Leaver, 
who established nearly every school field goal record last year. 
Schorejs handled the klckoff duties last year. He did have two 
Held goals in the 1993 season. - S.B. 
'I hope to get more passes, 
but we aren't going to take the 
wide receivers out of the mix." 
Stover said. "We've got guys 
that will step In and play Just 
as good as anyone else last 
year. We're not too worried. 
Well spread It around Just like 
we did before." 
Stover also mans a strong 
offensive line that features 
senior tackle Chad Bukey and 
senior center Cal Bowers. They, 
along with Junior guard Shawn 
George, anchor one of the best 
lines In the MAC. 
"Our offensive line returns 
pretty much intact." Blackney 
said. "Chad Bukey Is an excel- 
lent football player and he cer- 
tainly has pro potential. Cal 
Bowers has been the mainstay 
and we really look to him for a 
tot. I feel good about our offen- 
sive Une." 
Sam Hemke and John Kuck. 
two players who saw plenty of 
time In mainly reserve roles a 
year ago, are slated to start at 
light tackle and right guard. 
respectively. Hemke caught a 
TD pass against CMU last year. 
& Join Us Before        .0 
6 And After 
V The Gome 
Stop by bw-3 and pick up some great tasting wings 
. before the game. VVmgsarether*rfectthtagtograbfor, 
pre-game fire up parties. After the game stop in bw-3 
and celebrate with some spicy or BBQ Buffalo style 
chicken wings and some ice cold beer. Youcanalso 
j choose from our other great tasting menu items includ- - 
-, ing Pocket Pizzas, Grilled Chicken Sandwiches, Beef-on- 
Weck Sandwiches, and Weckburgers. The Buffalo is 
ready for Kick Off. 
/80Wing& 
I   for $17.50 J 
/Reg.Chip\ 
■     w/ purchase of     I 
\SingleWing Order' 
Call 353-BWWW 
176 E. Wooster 
BUFFALOfflfi WINGS & WEOC 
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Rockets should contend 
TOLEDO — Seven returning offensive 
starters should make things easy for coach 
Gary Plnkel, but last year"s shoddy defense 
raises the most questions. 
The Rockets set a MAC record for total offen- 
sive yardage a year ago. but It was a defense 
riddled with Inexperience and Injuries that kept 
them from being serious title contenders. 
Plnkel hopes that will change In 1995. start- 
ing with a new 4-4 alignment on the defensive 
side of the ball. 
"We've struggled for a couple of years, but 
with the new defense comes a breath of fresh 
air for everyone." Plnkel explained. "It's a good 
start we hope we can build from." 
All four linebackers return to the fray from 
'94, as does the entire secondary. Nine starters 
return total for the defense. 
The offense Is loaded again, led by Junior 
quarterback Ryan Huzjak. As a sophomore last 
season, he led an offense that shattered  14 
Toledo records. 
Huzjak alone completed 170 passes for 
1,928 yards and 17 touchdowns with only eight 
Interceptions. And with another year under his 
belt experience-wise, he Is on track to become 
one of the MAC'S all time best. 
Gone Is Casey McBeth. who rushed for over 
a 1.000 yards a year ago. But ready to step In 
Is Wasean Talt. a Junior who averaged 91.7 
yards a game last year. 
Returning wldeouts James Sprlggs and Scott 
Brunswick form one of the most dangerous 
tandems In the league. While the Rockets have 
a few holes to fill on the offensive line, the 
offense again looks solid. 
This has been the hardest-working team in 
the off-season I've ever been around." 
Brunswick said. 
The schedule doesn't favor the Rockets, who 
face Bowling Green. Miami and Western 
Michigan on the road. --S.B. 
~T 
Look What's Happening at 
GAMERS 
Monday - Free Pool Four Tables 
Beat the Clock 7-11 
Monday Night Football on Big Screen 
Tuesday - Mug Nite (50* drafts) 
Wednesday - Back in Time (music and drink prices) 
Dartball Sign-up 
Thursday - Dimers, Dimers, Dimers 7-9 
Karaoke 9-close 
Special Edition: Dimers 4-9 
This Thursday Only 
Friday - Free Food (with Drink purchase) 4 - till 
BUZZ 106.5 Nite with Mean Streak 
Saturday - Mug Day (11-7) 
Bands 
Sunday - Latino Nite 
We now honor the BG Student Discount Card 
Coming on September 8: FM 104.7 Nite with Blitzen 
Serving Food Daily 7-11 
mi    II1 in i ' i'r    I'n'iiii ii iiimn Wrfi  . » min I'II-    '" ,i TT*- 
New faces dot 
MAC sidelines 
Four of the 10 Mid-American 
Conference schools changed 
coaches In the off-season, but 
while the sidelines will look dif- 
ferent, the standings probably 
won't be affected much. 
Bowling Green was picked 
as the overwhelming favorite by 
members of the MAC News 
Media Association, receiving 38 
of a possible 40 first place 
votes. 
Once again, the Falcons are 
the team to beat. 
"It puts a big buUseye on 
your chest. It means that 
everyone Is pointing for you to 
prove the media people wrong." 
said Falcon coach Gary 
Blackney. 
The changes In the offseason 
came at schools that finished 
tenth, ninth, seventh and fifth 
In 1994. and don't expect those 
positions to change much. 
Ohio finished 0-11 a year 
ago and brought In Jim Grobe 
from Air Force to patch things 
up. Grobe's answer is a wish- 
bone attack that has coaches 
around the league quietly 
snickering. 
Lee Owens takes over In 
Akron and will attempt to clean 
up the mess that Gerry Faust 
left. Bill Lynch at Ball State 
and Rick Rasnlck at Eastern 
Michigan each have loads of 
starters returning, but not a 
matching load of talent. 
Western Michigan could be 
the strongest test to Bowling 
Green. as they return 
Honorable MenUon All-MAC 
quarterback Jay McDonagh. 
They host the Falcons on Oct. 
28. 
Toledo and Miami should 
each contend, but each has to 
travel to Bowling Green, where 
the Falcons are 18-1-1 under 
Blackney. 
Central Michigan, last year's 
MAC winner, lost 16 starters. 
I 
ALL 6" SUBS 
«SUBU 
f limited Time Only1. 
527 E. Wooster 352-8500 
628 S. Main      354-2608 
Woodland Mall 352-7279 
(reopened under new management) 
1602 E. Wooster (Inside Barneys) 354-2800 
1091 N. Main (Inside Barneys)      352-5505 
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Mid-American Conference 
Team Capsule Previews 
AKRON ZIPS Head Coach:   . . . .Jim Corrtgal) 
Location: Akron. OH Record at Kent: 2-9 (1 yr.) 
1994 Overall Record:   ....1-10 Overall:   2-9 (1 yr.) 
MAC Finish:   l-8/9th Lettermen Returning: 29 
Head Coach: Lee Owens Lettermen Lost: 18 
Record at UA: 1st year Starters Returning:   12 
MIAMI REDSKINS 
Lettermen Lost: 24 Location:   Oxford. OH 
1994 Overall Record: . . . .5-5-1 
MAC Finish: 5 3/13rd 
BALL STATE CARDINALS Head Coach: Randy Walker 
Record at MU:   .26-25-4 (4 yrs.) 
1994 Overall Record: . . . .5-5-1 Overall:   26-25-4 (4 yrs.) 
Lettermen Returning: 31 
Head Coach:   BUI Lynch Lettermen Lost: 12 
Record at BSU: 1st year Starters Returning:   10 
Overall:   36-12-3 (5 yrs.) 
Lettermen Returning: 26 OHIO BOBCATS 
Location: Athens. OH 
1994 Overall Record:   ... .0-11 
MAC Finish:   0-9/10th 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN Head Coach:   Jim Grobe 
CH1PPEWAS Record at OU: 1st year 
Location:  . .Mount Pleasant. Ml Overall: 1st year 
1994 Overall Record:   9-3 Lettermen Returning: 24 
MAC Finish:   8-1/lsl Lettermen Lost: 28 
Head Coach: Dick Fr/nn Starters Returning: 9 
Record at CMU:   9-3(1 yr.) 
Overall:   9-3 (1 yr.) TOLEDO ROCKETS 
Lettermen Returning: 30 Location:   Toledo. OH 
1994 Overall Record: . . . .6-4-1 
MAC Finish: 4-3-1/6th 
Head Coach:   Gary Plnkel 
EASTERN MICHIGAN Record at UT: . .23-19-2 (4 yrs.) 
EAGLES Overall:   23-19-2 (4 yrs.) 
Location: Ypallantl. Ml Lettermen Returning: 38 
1994 Overall Record:   5-6 Lettermen Lost: 13 
MAC Finish:   5-4/7th 
Head Coach:   Rick Rasnlck 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
BRONCOS 
1994 Overall Record:   7-4 
MAC Finish: 5-3/t3rd 
KENT STAR Record at WMU:   53-34-2 
GOLDEN FLASHES Overall: 159-91-8 
Location: Kent OH Lettermen Returning: 41 
1994 Overall Record:   2-9 Lettermen Lost: 12 
MAC Finish:   2-7/8th 
'Down Home The Way You Like It' 
854 S. Main St. 
Southwood Plaza 
353-8723 
Open Early For Breakfast 
Breakfast Served Until 11am Everyday 
MAC dropped the ball 
The June expansion of the 
Mid American Conference left 
it as the nation's second largest 
In terms of members and 
among the top four In enroll- 
ment. 
However, prestige cannot 
come from piling up numbers. 
Despite adding Division I-AA 
power Marshall and Northern 
Illinois to the conference for the 
1997 season and Buffalo In 
either 1998 or 1999. the con- 
ference strength In the sport It 
needs it most was Improved 
minimally. 
With grumblings of the MAC 
losing It's Division I-A football 
standing brewing from a year 
ago due to low attendance, the 
conference had to take some 
action. 
Adding Marshall was a good 
move. The Thundering Herd 
are ranked third In the Division 
l-AA College Sports preseason 
poll and have been in three of 
the last four I-AA champi- 
onships. 
"We're at the top of the heap 
In I-AA by a mile." said 
Marshall president J. Wade 
Gilley. "We believe the program 
Is ready to move up to a new 
level." 
The MAC could have 
reached a level never seen 
before by the conference by 
Inviting I-AA two-time defend- 
ing champion Youngstown 
State into the conference. But 
■ Breakfast Special    Only $1.99 ■ 
I    2 Eggs, Horn* FrlesS. Our Thick Sliced Toast     ■ 
■SET** i4my Exp.11/1/951 
Commentary 
Pat 
Murphy 
The BG News 
the Penguins failed to receive 
the required nine votes from 
the 10-person MAC council. 
Why did the Penguins get 
the cold shoulder from the 
MAC council? It could have 
something to do with the fact 
that Kent President Carol 
Cartwright. who presides over 
a football program that last one 
a MAC football championship 
during the Nixon administra- 
tion. 
YSU would have depleted 
not only Kent but Akron's 
recruiting base as well. The 
Penguins could bring in 
recruits easily because Kent 
and Akron were ranked 103 
and 105. respectively, out of 
108 Division l-A teams, accord- 
ing to the September issue of 
College Sports magazine 
We have tremendously 
expanded the parameters of 
the Conference with these 
three Invitations." said MAC 
comissloner Jerry Ippolltl. "Not 
only will the MAC reach Into 
three new states (Illinois. New 
York and West Virginia] but we 
will Increase our media market 
by 11 million. ... These addi- 
tions will have a significant 
impact on the league's mar- 
ketability." 
League marketability would 
have been further strengthened 
with the addition of YSU. The 
Penguins, who own the third 
best winning percentage In .a* 
Division I football over the past 
decade at .861. are coached by 
Jim Tressel. 
Tressel was offered the Job 
at Miami last year. That is 1995 
Orange Bowl participant. Big 
East football champion and 
perennial national power 
Miami of Florida. But more 
Important than victories is the 
exposure YSU has had due to 
CBS televising the I-AA cham- 
pionship throughout the entire 
nation. The MAC champion 
plays In the Las Vegas Bowl. 4> 
which Is squeezed into a spot 
on ESPN between 
Thoroughbred Digest and 
Speedweek. 
Over their 44-year existence 
in the MAC. Kent has won one 
title in 1972. In the 50-year 
history of the MAC. Kent and 
Akron own two of the worst 
records in the conference's his- 
tory. Kent stands at 103 193-3 
and Akron Is 10-15 over three 
years. Only Eastern Michigan 
has been more feeble. 
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G&BLECOMM 
TOUt LCCM. CASU TV CONNKCnON 
Special Discounts tor Bowling Green State University students! 
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Brown Package Orange Package 
Scholastic Year: Aug. 14-May 13 
Basic Service:     43 channels 
Remote:             FREE lor the year 
Installation:          FREE 
You Pay:           $176.00 
Package Value:  $234.45 
You Save:            $58.45* 
(uaumirta u%m otm oonrerttr i rtmoatf 
•Save 24.8% 
1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31 
Basic Service:       43 channels 
Instillation:            FREE 
You Pay:              $102.00 
Package Value:    $136.34 
foil S* ve:               $34.34* 
Immjmlng u— ot con—It I rtmctt) 
Save 25.2% 
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Freddie Falcon Freida Falcon 
Scholastic Yaar: Aug. 14-May 13 
» Includes any premium channels 
of your choice 
You Pay:            $72.00 each 
Package Value:  $12926 
You Save:          $5726 (44.3%) 
on any ons premium 
1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31 
» Includes any premium channels 
ot your choice 
You Pay:           $45.00 each 
Package Value:  $76.83 
You San:          $3143 (41.4%) 
on any MM premium 
Thank* to HBO t Cinema* tor their continued tupport ot that* promotional 
HBO annum 
"■» Non-cable ready TV sets, premium channels or PPV will require a 
converter with deposit. 
>»» Cable services are available on a monthly fee basis. 
•» Changes ol service may require a fee. 
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liiZ^A is proud 
to support 
FALCONS 
BE THERE TO WATCH BG DEVOUR LOUISIANA TECH\ 
TONIGHT 7 PM UNDER THE LIGHTS!! 
B GOOD LUCK FALCONS! S 
Pr-lnrAH Ink 
